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B~J. Thomas Concert 
Highlights Homecoming 
B.J. Thomas will appear in concert 
Saturday evening of Homecoming. He 
will appear from 6:30 to 8:00 p.m. at the 
multi purpose building. Admission will 
be $1.50 per person and a blanket should 
be brought to sit on . 
Billy Joe Thomas was born 29 years 
ago in Houston. At the age of 14 he 
jOined the church choir and sub-
sequently the choral group at High 
School, of which he became President. 
He decided to make singing his career 
because of his admiration for Roy 
Head, who was the leading singer in the 
area. 
B.J. Thomas and the Triumphs ( a 
group of high school boys) first record, 
"Lazy Man" was an immediate hit in 
the Houston area and was quickly 
followed by several more local hits . 
Scepter Records signed B.J. Thomas 
in 1966 and his first record for the New 
York based label was the million seller, 
"I'm So Lonesome 1 Could Cry." The 
rest is history , "Lonesome" was 
followed by "Mama," which also made 
the top of the charts in this country and 
was number 1 in Australia. Then, B.J . 
had big hits with"Billy and Sue," and 
"Tomorrow Never Comes," which 
were top 20 records, and in the short 
span of a year, he chalked up a half· 
dozen chart records and albums. As a 
matter of fact, he was voted "The Most 
Promising Male Vocalist" in Bill 
boards 1966 year-end edition . 
His recording of "The Eyes of a New 
York Woman" soared to the top 10 on 
record charts all over the country and 
paved the· way for his second million-
seller "Hooked On A Feeling." 
B.J. was then chosen by Burt 
Bacharach and Hal David to sing their 
tune, "Raindrops Keep Fallin' On My 
Head", in the Paul Newman film , 
"Butch Cassidy and the Sundance. Kid." 
Since then, "Raindrops" has sold over 
three million copies, was the number 
one record in the country, won the 
coveted Oscar for the " Best Song of the 
Year" and was chosen by aIm sot every 
poll taken as the "Record of the Year" 
for 1970. B.J.'s "Raindrops" album 
shortly followed and quickly became 
his fist million selling LP. 
Again keeping with his hit-making 
style B.J. quickly followed " Rain-
drops" with his fourth million seller, "I 
Just Can't Help Believing", hit againg 
with " Most of All", and is currently 
climbing the charts with his latest hit, 
" No Love At All." 
Finally in December of 1970, B.J. 
Thomas was proclaimed by Record 
World Magazine " The Top Male 
Vocalist of the Year on Record." 
B.J. has played the Copacabana in 
New York, the Venus Club in 
Baltimore, the Forum Club in Mexico 
City. He has appeared on the Johnny 
Carson, Mike Douglas and the Merv 
Griffon Shows. He was on the Ed 
Sullivan Show, Johnny Cash Show and 
the Glen Campbell Goodtime Hour 
amongst many others. He recently 
finished a very successful four day 
engagement at the "Houston Livestock 
Show and Rodeo," in the Astrodome, 
where he broke several existing at· 
tendance records. He has been re-
booked to headline the Copa in New 
York and the Century Plaza in Los 
Angeles. He will be playing every 
major college in the country in addition 
to state fairs and concerts. 
B.J. Thomas is a tried and tested 
performer. He has sold over twelve 
million single records and four million 
albums, and has thrilled audiences all 
over the world with his performance. 
B. J. Thomas 
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Miners cast ballots in SU Ballroom for University of Missouri 
"straw vote." Blanc Photo 
M U Straw Vote 
Chooses Nixon 
A straw vote election by students on 
each of the four University of Missouri 
campuses indicates a close presidential 
race and a substantial Republican 
gubernatorial victory for Kit Bond. 
But the validity of the Missouri 
Student Lobby mock election came 
under attack when the results were 
announced Friday by Gary Belis, 
program coordinator . 
Belis said the results from all four 
University campuses showed voter 
participation was not in proportion to 
campus populations . He said UMSL and 
UMKC both had a five per cent student 
turnout, UMC indicated a 10 per cent 
turnout , wh ile the smallest campus , 
UMR had 40 percent student par-
ticipation. 
The voting procedures a t the Rolla 
campus came under attack from the 
College Young Democrats. Kurt 
Hansel, president of the Young 
Democrats, said ballots were taken to 
all the ea ting clubs and fraternities 
while only one voting booth was 
provided for off-campus students. 
There was little publicity to let the off-
campus students know about the 
elections, where he feels the majority of 
Democratic strength lies. He feels that 
the orgaized living units that were 
approached fo r the ballot are generally 
a more conservative element and would 
tend to arise as a stronghold for the 
Republican party. Another one of his 
major complaints was that no Iden-
tification was required for voting in the 
election which means no records were 
kept of who voted and allows the 
possibility of individuals voting more 
than once for their favorite candidate. 
Because of these techniques, Hansel 
feels that the results were unfairly 
biased in favor of the Republicans 
(Nixon 1248-McGovern 510, Bond 1235-
Dowd 469). He also believes that if the 
straw ballot would have been held 
under normal election condition, 
McGovern would have fared better and 
might have even carried the UMR 
campus. 
The significance of the voting results 
obtained at the Kansas City and st. 
Louis campuses are also being 
questioned. Election officials at those 
campuses conducted the polling by 
telephone, reaching only 5 per cent of 
the students at each campus. Dan 
Viets, president of MSA in Columbia , 
said that students voting at UMC had 
their student IDs checked and each 
student number was recorded. 
Results of the straw vote ejection for each 
campus were: 
For President: UMC : Nixon 1, 211 
McGovern 1,561 ; UMSL : Nixon 200 
McGovern 390 ; UMKC: Nixon 385 McGovern 
540 ; UMR : Nixon 1,248 McGovern 510. Total : 
Nixon 3,044 McGovern 3,00l. 
For Governor : UMC : Bond 1,853 Dowd 783 ; 
Dowd 783; UMSL : Bond 270 ; Dowd 218 ; UMK · _ 
C: Bond 554; Dowd 355 ; UMR : Bond 1,235 
Dowd 469. Total : Bond ; 3,911 Dowd 1,825. 
For Lt. Governor : UMC : Phelps 821 
Sc hramm , 1,791 ; UMSL : Phelps 37 Schramm 
314; UMKC : Phelps 336 Schramm 544; UMR: 
Phelps ' ,923 Schramm 544. Total : Phelps 
1,923 Schramm 3,435. 
For Secr e tar y of State : UMC Kuehle 817 ; 
Ki rkpatrick 1,760 ; UMSL Kuehle, 48 Kirk-
patr ick 221 ; UMKC ; Kuehle 275 Ki rkpatrick 
594; UMR K u ehle 426 Kirkpatr ick 1,14l. 
Total : Keuhl e 1,566 K irkpatr ick 3,761 . 
For State Trea surer : UMC : Parke r 1,003 
Spa inho we r 1,627 ; UMSL : Parker 46 
Spainhowe r 233; UMKC : Park e r 559 
Spainhowe r 337; UMR Parke r 662 
Spainhower 849 ; Total: Parker 2, 270 
Spai nhowe r 3,046. 
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SUBoard News 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 22 
ANY WEDNESDAY 
With Jane Fonda and Jason Robards. Directed by Robert Ellis 
Miller 
Is it immoral to accept the gift of a Manhattan townhouse 
from a hardworking millionaire who simply asks that you 
spend Wednesdays in bed with him? Obviously not - from the 
uninhibited fun that made millions laugh at Muriel Resnik's 
long-running Broadway comedy, a spirit that has beer! tran-
sferred expertly to the film version of Any Wednesdday. 
Certainly no one could so perfectly fit the role of Ellen Gordon, 
bachelor girl and mistress every Wednesday, as the beautiful 
and talented Jane Fonda. Jane throws herself into the action 
and creates a warm and comic character who believes her 
behavior should be adopted by all women - serve the male 
when he needs you and serve yourself when he's not around 
Any Wednesday is great fun. " Here's a funny movie! It has 
good lines, the amusingly human and sex situations of the play 
and movie performers of the top bracket to bring it in 
laughingly! " NY Post. 
S.U.B. COMING EVENTS 
Jose' Greco and Nana Lorca 
Lecture·Demonstration·Recital 




Rock and Roll Revival and 
Grease Ball 
Friday, October 20 7 :30 SU Ballroom 
FOOTBAL L GAME 
Miner s v s. Springfield Bears 
Hal ftime: Announcementof Homecoming Queen 
And a Special Program for Alumni 
Saturday, October 212 :00 New Jackling Field 
B. J. Thomas in Concert 
Saturday, October 21 6:30 M-P Bldg. 
Tickets $1.50 - I D $3.00 General Admission 
CORONATION DANCE 
Music by the Drifters 
Saturday, October 218 :30-" :30 SU Ballroom 
Free 
RA P SESS ION WITH THE REGISTRAR 
ThrJrsday afternoon, October 26 SU Ba IIroom 
TOURNAMENTS 
Table Tennis-Men's Singles and Doub les, 
Women's Singles 
Chess 
MISSOURI MINER WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1972 
In fheMovies 
by Jerry Davis 
Administrator Hopfnagel (PETE R SE LLERS) is out-
numbered. but not outmaneuvered by irate patient 
Hammon (RICK LENZ) and Alice (JO ANN PFLUG) in 
WHERE DOES IT HURT? 
Lester Hammond (Rick Lentz), an unemployed construction 
worker, having nothing more pressing to do, wanders into 
Vista Vue Community Hospital for a chest X-ray. He has also 
entered the realm of Albert R. Hopfnagel (Peter Sellers), the 
wheeler-{fealer hospital administrator. Discovering that 
Lester is solvent enough to own his own home, Hopfnagelsells 
him on a complete physical. This is where the fun begins! 
Everyone is trying to get a cut of the patients bill. Alice (Jo 
Ann Pflug) even resorts to (under covers ) espionage to get 
to the crux of the mess. It proves to be a running satire on the 
hospital system. 
University Enrollment Up 
Rolla Drops 8.5 Per Cent 
Enrollment this fall on the 
University of Missouri's four 
campuses increased by 1,032 
s tudents over las t yea r, 
President C. Brice Ratchford 
reported recently . 
This year 's total enrollment 
of 47 ,427 also exceeded the 
projected enrollment made by 
the University of 164 students. 
On-Campus enrollments as 
compared to a year ago are: 
Columbia : 22,101, an increase 
of 159 or 0.7 per cent. 
Kansas City: 9,819, a ga in of 
309 or 3.2 per cent. 
Rolla: 4,352, a decrease of 403 
or 8.5 per cent. 
St . Louis: 11 ,155, an increase 
of 967 or 9.5 per cent. 
In noting the Rolla campus 
decrease , Dr. Ratchford said 
lhe decrease was not unex-
pected and cited several factors 
which may have cQntributed. 
He said recent nationwide 
publicity showing manpower 
surpluses in the science and 
engineering fields may have 
disco uraged students from 
enteri ng these a r eas . The 
President said the decrease in 
g ra duation r equi rements at 
Rolla from 142 to 132 semester 
hours also is being felt as less 
time is needed for the students 
lo complete their course work. 
Detai led UniverSity-wide 
enroll ment figures will be 
released as soon as available. 
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"The Great Northfield 
Minnesota Raid" 
ESTEY JEWELRY CAMPUS CUE 
Pool, Snooker, Billards 
12 Tables 
NOTICE 
The First St. Pat's Board 
Benefit Movie will be held 
on the 18th of October. The 
movie will be the Wild 
Bunch. Tickets may be 
purchased from a St. Pat's 
Board Member for SOc in 
advance, or at the door for 
75c. 
Show times are 
scheduled for 6:30 and 9:15 
at the Uptown Theater. 
TERM PAPERS 
Send for your descriptive. up·to·date. 
I28·page. ma il order catalog of 2.300 
qualit y te rmpapers. Enclose $1.00 to 
cover postage and handl ing. 
WE ALSO WR IT[ 
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS. 
Termpa'per Arsenal, Inc. 
519 GLENROCK AVE. , SUITE 203 
LOS ANGElES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 
"We need a loca l sale sman" 
The Finest In Diamonds 
And Jewelry 
U.M.R. Class Rings 
715 Pine St. 364-2142 Rolla, Mo. 
THE SOUND CENTER 
will be moving before the end of 
October to the old Shamrock Club. 
We are now offering discounts on 
everything to keep down the cost 
of moving. 
THE SOUND CENTER 
6th & Elm 364-7715 
RA TES - 60~ HR. HOURS - NOON - 1 A.M. 
Located In The Basement Of 
Shamrock Club 
GABRIELE'S SANDWICH SHOP 
When you think Italian, think of 






Hoagie - one and two foot long 
9:30 - 8:30 















































WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1972 
Jose' Greco, the famous Spanish dancer, will appear at 
UMR for a lecture-demons tration-recital. Nana Lorca 
will accompany him in his presenta tion_ They will ap-
pear in the S_U_ Ballroom Oct_ 18 at 7:30 p_m. Jose Greco 
is s pon sored by the Student Union Board. 
Now It's Phone Calls 
To The Computer 
Over the past few years there 
has been much discussion 
throughout the University 
system of centralizing the 
computer facilities. There is a 
committee set up to discuss and 
work for just this purpose. The 
stated goal of the committee 
are: to control the cost involved 
in computer service, to provide 
standard levels of service, to 
provide equal service to all 
students, to maintain ad-
ministrative and accounting 
techniques required to monitor , 
and to control growth of all 
University computer facilities. 
The present plan under 
review by the committee calls 
for locating all computer 
facilities in Columbia and 
providing access to the other 
three campusees through 
terminals. The proposed date of 
implementing this plan is July 
1973. However , details are not 
yet final and the proposal has 
not gone to the Board of 
Curators as yet. It is expected 
the Board will start their review 
of the plan soon, perhaps even 
as soon as tneir next meeting. 
If the plan goes into effect this 
July ,the computers on the St. 
Louis, Kansas City and Rolla 
campusees will be returned to 
the company they are being 
leased from. Terminals will be 
used to communicate with the 
. central computer. These ter-
minals will be connected 
through telephone lines and will 
therefore be subject to the same 
breakdowns as the telelphone 
system. 
With the UMR IBM-360 being 
sent back to IBM , all of what is 
now on storage will be tran-
smitted to Columbia's central 
system through the telephone 
lines. This means that about 80 
per cent of the present storage 
wi ll transmit successfully. The 
20 per cent that won't transmit 
is the high speed information 
stored through the Novas, the 
mini-computers used in many 
departments and in research. 
This informat ion cannot 
physically make the transition 
arid it is also this information 
that, in one professor 's opinion, 
gets UMR its thousands of 
dollars in grants every year. 
According to the source, this 
information is "vital to UMR's 
academic program." 
Some of the departments 
whose research is connected to 
the 360 through the high-speed 
system include Chern . Eng., 
Cloud Physics , Nuclear, Civil, 
Electrical Eng. and more. 
One plan that is also possible 
and is as cheap or cheapter, is 
to connect the 360 itself to 
Columbia. This would leave 
Rolla with the exact same 
services it has now and still 
provide the other University 
campuses with access to our 
computer facilities, thus 
keeping the Novas and the in-
formation they contain. 
In checking on why Columbia 
was chosen as the location of the 
central computer system, it 
seems as though the number of 
students and the geographic 
location were primary con-
siderations. However, it is also 
true that of the students within 
the University system who 
make use of the computer, 38 
per cen tare loca ted on the Rolla 
campus . This has led several 
sources to term the plan "a 
policial move. " These same 
sources say that a deeper look 
reveals control of the computer 
facilit ies by University ad-
ministration to be the primary 
reason for suggesting such a 
plan. 
The crea tion of a single 
computer system for the 
university was a topic of 
discussion at the Board of 
Cura tors meeting last Friday in 
St. Louis. Dr. Ardath H. 
Emmons, UniverSity vice-
president for research , said the 
network would be operated 
through the newest computers 
ava il ab le which are to be 
located in the Columbia campus 
Mathematical Sciences building 
January, 1973. 
Right now the Computational 
Services Center on the 
Columbia campus handl.es the 
needs of the St. Louis and 
Kansas City campuses and for 
the most part that of the 
Columbia campus. "The effects 
of the centralization so, " Dr. 
Emmons said, "have been to 
reduce costs and provide much 
bette r serv ices to the 
metropolitan campuses. 
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Jose' Greco to Present 
In November, 1971, the 
National Endowment for the 
Arts chose Jose' Greco and his 
Dancers with Nana Lorca's 
Dance Theater as one of more 
than forty dance companies to 
partiCipate in the Endowments 
1972-73 Coordinated Residency 
Touring Program. 
"Spanish dance is rich and 
very alive in our modern world 
- the only classic form to 
survive through the centuries." 
With this brief statement 
Jose ' Greco sets the stage for a 
new , exciting, educational, and 
entertaining experience for 
students at colleges and 
universities throughout the 
country - Jose' Greco and 
Nana Lorca in a lecture-
demonstration-recital program. 
Accompanying Jose' Greco and 
Nana Lorca are his maestro at 
the piano and lead guitarist. 
For his material Jose ' ex-
plores with his audience the 
character and history of the 
Spanish people to capture the 
Multi·Program in Ballroom 
feeling, beauty, and grace 
which are so much a part of 
Spanish dance and music. In the 
lecutre-demons tr a t i on -reci ta I 
period Greco discusses and then 
demonstrates with Nana Lorca 
the various techniques and 
characteristics of dance from 
the regions of Aragon, Basque, 
Valencia, Castile, and 
Andulusia. 
Jose ' Greco was born of 
Spanish Italian parentage, in 
the small village of Montorio in 
the Abruzzi Mountains of Italy. 
After several years of dance 
study and training under the 
guidance of Spain's foremost 
teachers, his inherent talents 
and rapid development were 
brought to the attention of the 
immortal Agrentinita, who 
engaged him, despite his 
youth ,as her partner. Sub-
sequent to the untimely· decease 
of Agentinita , Greco appeared 
throughout Europe as co-star 
with Argentinita's younger 
sister , the famous Pilar Lopez. 
Following his association with 
Pilar Lopez, Greco organized 
his own company for an ex-
,ended tour of Europe and 
Great Britain. Greco brought 
his company to America where 
success was instantaneous. 
Since that lime the Company 
has made annual concert and 
theater tours both in America 
and abroad. 
Nana Lorca was born in 
Lorca, Spain, in the province of 
Murcia. She was already an 
accomplished dancer at the age 
of nine , when she won the Grand 
Award for her interpretation of 
the "Jota" at Zaragosa. She is a 
graduate of the Royal Con-
servatory of Music and 
Declamation in Madrid. 
Jose' Greco and Nana Lorca 
lecture-de mons tr a tion -rec i tal 
will appear in the Student Union 
Ballroom on Wednesday, 
October 18, at 7:30 p.m. They 
are sponsored by your friendly 
Student Union Board. 
Missouri Miner 
University of Missouri - Rolla 
Chuck the Duck to Make 
Rare Appearance at Grease Ball 
KMSM will present the 
second annual ROCK ' N ROLL 
REVIVAL AND GREASE 
BALL this Friday, October 20, 
in the Student Union Ball Room 
from 7:30 till 11:00 p.m. 
The ballroom will be 
decorated with bright , multi 
colored streamers draped from 
the ceiling, creating a scene 
much like a 1950's senior prom. 
Posters and other decora tions 
will heighten the illusion and 
create an atmosphere of 
nostalgia. 
The entertainment will be 
provided by all your old 
favorites. All the best songs of 
the 50's and early 60's will be 
played by the original artists . 
The entire grease ball will be 
a ired live on KMSM for those 
who can 't get into the Ballroom! 
A large sound system with all 
the qualities of a 1958 jute box 
will provide the music for those 
attending. 
. Special activities of the 
Grease Ball include Spotlight 
dances , a Limbo contest, in-
troduction of the homecoming 
queen candidates, and an-
nouncement of the winner of 
KMSM's Rock 'n Roll quiz. The 
highlight of the evening will be 
the crowning of Miss Grease 
Ball 1972. Her majesty will be 
selected from the audience. The 
judges wi ll consider ap-
propria teness of costume and 
ability to fit the theme in 
making their final decision. 
Proper a ttire for the Ball will 
be 1959-1962 high school casual 
dress. For Guys : tight, peg 
legged jeans cut off too short, 
white socks, whIte shIrt Wltn a 
short collar - plus a narrow 
string tie if you must come 
formal. Girls : long pleated 
skirts no more than 2 inches 
above the knee, bobby socks, 
white tennies, and a sloppy 
turtle neck sweater-add a 
letter jacket if you're going 
steady. Guys, grease your hair 
back. duck tails are the in thing. 
Girls , a pony tail is ap-
propriate and be sure to apply 
just a little too much makeup. 
Bright red lipstick is a must! 
Make your plans now to at-
tend the Grease Balli It will be 
an event you and your date will 
never forget. 
The Drifter s , the UMR stage band, will play a t the Homecom ing Coronation Dance on 
Saturday, Oct. 21 from 8:30 to 11 :30. Coronation ceremonies wi ll beg in a t 9:30 in t he 
S. U. Ballroom . Dress for this occasion is coat and tie. 
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Yours -Theirs . Ours 
Ed'-tor'-al Op'-n'-on 
Give A Damn Our Man Hopp e 
What is a newspaper? It can be many things. An educator, a 
persuader, a demagogue; a tool of the "people" a tool of the 
"establishment". ' 
A newspaper is what people put into it-literally. It reflects 
the diversity of interest of its staff and its readers. It 
represents all their dreams and petty interests. A newspaper is 
a microcosm, a scaled down copy of the sodiety it represents. 
Mr. Nixon's Sex Life 
What is the Missouri Miner? Many things-some of them 
good, some of them bad. It represents the interests of its staff 
and attempts to represent the interest of the rest of the 
university community. 
Obviously it does not always succeed; or, on some points, 
come close! Not all campus events are covered well, not all 
viewpoints are represented on the editorial page. 
With each succeeding issue there are cries of "why don't 
they ever put anything interesting in there," or "it sure was 
better last week". Probably the Miner cannot hope to please 
everybody every issue, but it still continues to try. 
A newspaper reflects the diversity of both its staff and its 
community. In a relatively homogeneous university com-
munity such as exists here in Rolla, there will not be as many 
controversial things to put in the newspaper as there might be 
at some other school. More importantly though, there is little 
interest among the students in working on the paper. 
Indeed, among some groups on campus there is a kind of 
negative social prestige associated with working on the Miner. 
People practically have to be dragged off the street before they 
join the staff. 
Is itany wonder that the Missouri Miner sometimes appears 
to have a rather narrow scope? The humanities and social 
science students are practically unrepresented, there are no 
foriegn students, and only two beginning writers represent all 
the women on campus. 
The Missouri Miner represents you. If it is boring sometimes 
it is because you, the students, are boring. If it is disinteresting 
it is because you, the students, are disinterested. 
Before you criticize an article try writing one yourself, try 
writing two or three- every week. Make them all interesting. 
Then come up and see us-because you've got a job on the 
paper. Office hours 2:30-4:30, Monday to Thursday. 
Everyone's conceded Mr. 
Nixon the election. Yet there is 
an all-powerful force at work on 
the minds of the voters that has 
never been probed, polled or 
even discussed. It could easily 
cost him the Presidency . 
This all-powerful force is , of 
course, sex. 
With incredible foresight, Mr. 
McGovern recognized the 
problem early on. Before an-
nouncing his candidacy, he 
carefull y grew sideburns, 
purchased a mod wardrobe and, 
rumor has it, got his teeth 
capped. 
In an incredible blunder, the 
usually astute Mr . Nixon 
ignored the chall enge and 
blindly plodded on with the 
same short haircut, narrow ties 
and stuffy, if dignified , mien. 
Now that the problem's at last 
been bared, it's probably too 
late for Mr. Nixon to grow 
sideburns. The problem was 
bared by a reporter named 
Betty Garrett. 
When it comes to chosing 
candidates, Ms. Garrett admits 
in a New York Times article, 
" I'm sure sex does influence my 
judgment, and that doesn't 
Letters to the Editor 
To the Editor, 
The idea of the university 
wide straw ballot was to 
simulate an actua l election and 
in doing so, familiarize the 
students with voting 
procedures. 
In Rolla, before the actual 
balloting on Monday, ballots 
were taken to all the fratern ities 
on campus, to the eating clubs, 
and to the dormitories. I ob-
jected to this for three main 
reasons. 
This, in essence , is taking the 
polls to the voter . I'm sure that 
Mr. Nixon and all Republicans 
would like to do this, but it is a 
violation of election regulations. 
Secondly, these areas on 
campus are ma inly con -
servative Rebp u lican 
strongholds . The base support 
of the Democratic party on this 
campus a re those students who 
live off campus and are not 
associated with any organized 
living unit. These voters were 
ignored in this mass voting 
effort and I was not notified of 
the way in which they were 
to go about getting votes. 
A third objection that I hold to 
the way the straw ballot was 
conducted was that there was 
no identification required of the 
voter. No record was kept of 
those who voted before the 
actual balloting and there was 
no way of preventing people 
from voting as many times as 
they wished. 
Mike Ragen of the UMR 
Student Council put in a fine 
effort in try ing to organize the 
straw ballot in Rolla. However, 
there apparently is a lack of 
publicity on the balloting as 
evidenced by many of the 
people not even knowing that 
the straw vote was being taken. 
This resulted in a very light 
t urnout of the off-campus 
voters. This , combined with the 
violations of voting procedure 
unfa irly biased the resul ts of the 
vote in favor of the 
Republicans. Had this been 
conducted as a normal election 
as was intended the Democratic 
Party would have made a much 
stronger showing and the 
McGovern-Shriver ticket would 
possibly carried the UMR 
campus. 
If there is anything else that I 
could be of help on I will be at 
Democratic Headquarters from 
2:30 to 4:30 Friday, October 13 
and can be reached at 364-4264 
in Rolla after 6:00 p.m. 
Kurt Hansel 
President. UMR, CYD 
continu ed on page 6 
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strike me as terribly wrong. 
After all , I wouldn't go to bed 
with someone I didn't like and 
respect, and the same holds 
true when voting for a man." 
Ms. Gar r ett undo ubtedly 
reflects the secret feelings of 
mill ions of Americans. And it's 
certainly as good a way to chose 
a candidate as any. But when it 
comes to Mr. Nixon, she adds: 
"What I can't visualize is Mr. 
Nixon in an intimate situation of 
any sort. I confess I bought 'The 
Making of the President' in the 
fra il hope that someone had. 
He'd seem infinitely more 
human." 
Ms. Garrett's difficulty en-
visioning Mr. Nixon in such a 
situation is shared by many. I 
know. I tried. 
Scene: The bedroom of the 
Nixon's San Clemente home. 
Mrs . Nixon in a quilted 
bathrobe is standing by the 
window . Mr. Nixon, wearing a 
grey suit and tie, enters , 
humming, "Hail to The Chief." 
Mr. Nixon: Good evening, my 
fellow American. (cq) Let me 
say at the outset what a deep 
personal pleasure it is for me to 
be with you here on this glorious 
occasion. 
Mrs. Nixon: Thank you, dear . 
Come look at the moon. Isn't it 
beautiful (shyly) Does it make 
you think of anything? 
Mr. Nixon : Yes. I say to you 
with great sincerity that it 
makes me think of the greatest 
day since the Creation when a 
br ave American astrona ut, 
during my Administra tion, first 
set foot on its surface, thus 
assuring we would never be 
number two to the Russians in 
outer space. 
Mrs. Nixon: But the way it 
shimmers on the water. Doesn't 
that thrill you? 
Mr . Nixon: Yes. It thrills me to 
realize that because I have 
determinedly brought our boys 
home across that water, I have 
prevented the power-mad 
Communists - not our Com-
munist fr iends in China, but our 
Communist enemies in Vietnam 
- from invading our beloved 
California. 
Mrs. Nixon (near tears): Oh, 
please , dear , to save our 
marr iage, couldn't you just 
once perform an act of, forgive 
me, intimacy? 
Mr. Nixon (frowning): I am for 
saving the free world. I am for 
saving the country . I am for 
saving our marriage. Close 
your eyes. AIl right. There! 
Mrs. Nixon: Oh, this is the 
happiest day of my life! Just 
think, I've never seen you 
without your necktie on before. 
(hesitantly) Would you consider 
going all the way and un-
buttoning your collar ? 
For the li fe of me, that's as 
far as I can envision . It isn't just 
Mr. Nixon 's image. It's that 
he's our President. 
We America ns just can't 
believe our President, even as 
you and I, puts his trousers on 
one leg at a time. After all , fi rst 
he'd have to take them off. 
Charles L Durrwatcher JUDO ~ 
Phone 364-8489 INSTRUCTION 
123 Nagogami Terrace Sport-Personal _ 
Rolla, Mo. 65401 Defense 
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MISSOURI MINER 
Dear John 
Dear John , 
I read in last week 's Miner the 
article on birth control benefits 
at the UMR clinic that says 
"although t.he clinic primarily 
serves wom en, there are 
several services available for 
men ." 
I was wondering if that 
sentence contained a 
typographical error and should 
have read " the clinic primarily 
severs men ... " which would be 
a much more efficient method 




What can I say to you to make 
you understand that in today 's 
modern world we must all 
either give up a lot to reduce 
population or suffer the con-
sequences (besides why isn 't 
she on the pill or using a 
diaphram ). 
Old Equality John 
Dear John , 
How come everyone bitches, 
but when rap sessions are 
arranged nobody but the gallant 
few come to bitch? I know 
poster are hung, KMSM, and 
your beloved paper release the 
publici ty, so wha t's wrong? 
Also, have you heard anything 
about the rap session with the 
administration , I don 't want 
anyone to miss that one. 
Tell it like it is. 
WCTB-Mutha Mulligan 
Dear Mutha, 
I have an answer for you after 
long time spent in deep con-
centration. Most of the students 
on this campus are too damn 
apathetic and don 't really care 
what happens at this school. It's 
really too bad that so many of 
our student population just 
don 't care. What about it 
students , are you really 
apathetic about your school or 
are you just operating above 
wakeful awareness? Let me 
know if there is something that 
you care about. 
Dear John, 
I am a concerned B&G man ; 
and I have a very legit gripe. A 
few days ago I was asked to 
start sodding the new grass out 
in the middle of the Quad. This 
was real fine except when I 
started telling my fellow B&G 
boys to start picking up the 
trash before we started to sod, I 
got helled at and was told to just 
sod over the trash. 
Hacked Off B&G Man 
Dear B&G, 
I want your name and your 
card number. Anytime any of 
you B&G boys start doing 
something right the first time I 
know that you're ready for the 
fun ny farm , now sod tha t 
TRASH. 
The reason for leaving one 
door open is that if we locked all 
the doors- how would we get in. 
Last year at the dedication I lost 
all the keys for the new HUSS 
building , also the PhYSics 
Building, etc. , etc. 
K. Gibberish 
Campus Cops 
Dear K. Givverish, 
Sorry to hear that so many 
buildings have been stolen in 
the last year (all with their 
doors open ) but we the students, 
really need to get to our late 
night classes and meetings . 
Also I happen to think that if you 
lose your keys you will probably 
lose your guns (it is a well 
known fact that you have lost 
the bullets). 
Dear John, What happened at 
the play, The Tempest , a couple 
of nights ago. I went there early 
just to get a front seat and do 
you know that they wouldn 't let 
us sit on the first two rows-
becuase they were saved for the 
SUB and the drama club at the 
Rolla High School. No maybe I 
can see the SUB saving a few 
chairs on the front row for 
themselves since they worked 
hard to get us the Play, but I 
can't see saving chairs for the 
drama clubs of local schools. 
They should have had to take 
their chances on getting there 
early and getting a good sea t 
just like the rest of us . 
Couldn't Hear 
continued on page 6 
Coeds Dateless 
It has come to the attention of 
the Miner staff that many of the 
girls a ttending UMR haven 't 
got dates for the upcoming 
pa rty weekend. Knowing that 
the male to female ratio is 
approximately nine to one; we 
felt it would be worthwhile to 
get some va ried opinions to 
explain this unusual situation . 
Trying to obtain an overall 
male viewpoint we interviewed 
fraternity members and in-
dependents ; they all seemed to 
agree on several points : 
The guys are faced with the 
difficulty of meeting coeds 
because "there are so few girls 
in classes and it is difficult to 
talk to them during a lecture." 
Once this bridge has been 
crossed there seems to arise the 
problem of asking the subject 
coed out. Apparently guys are 
often too shy to ask or are afraid 
of being turned down. 
Several sophomore in-
dependents felt that dating here 
takes time away from studies. 
They've already faced the fact 
that dating will be a rarity. 
Generally male Miners feel the 
girls at UMR are stuck-up 
coeds Apparently there are 
very few girls the guys want to 
ask out. 
We also spoke to a number of 
girls and discovered that the 
majority of them did not have a 
date for Homecoming. They 
also volunteered a few reasons 
for this. 
Several girls feel funny 
because they are outnumbered 
and feel tha t the guys resent 
them being on campus. They 
also agreed that the only place 
to meet the opposite sex is in 
class. 
The genera l opinion is that it's 
not easy to be a girl at UMR. Or 
"How would you feel being 
whistled and yelled at on your 
way to class?" 
It appears that both sexes 
have natural hang ups about 
dating. Since mixers aren't the 
answer, the students might try 
joining some organizations on 
campus, like the Student Union 
Board, the Student Council or a 
student chapter of an 
organ ization like AiCHE . 
Perhaps if guys could try to see 
the girls as more than just a 
coed and the girls would break 
out of their shells everyone 
could live happily ever after 
KING's CHOICE HOMECOMING SPECIAL 
"A PARTY TRAY" 
Consisting of ham, turkey, salami, cornbeef, 
swiss and provolene cheese, garnishes, buns, 
and bread for your entertaining convenience. 
Allow one day notice 
1009 Pine 364-6463 
A & M Cycle Sales . 
"Authorized Benelli Dealer" ~( t) 
Dear John , Guaranteed Repair & Service ~ 
People have been com-
pla ining to me tha tlkept having on All Makes of Bikes <). ,.. 
my boys lock the doors on the Phone: 431-2000 ~.,. ... ~\~ 
buildings and leave only one 1024 Kingshighway '1.0 CII~'" 
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refute them as nothing more George,· who was formerly at the Uptown, 
than distortions of the truth. 0 is now at GEORGE'S BARBER SALON 
The buildings are locked ; 00 
because it is a well known fact (,0 
that 99 per cent of all the 
buildings stolen in the last year 
had their doors open at the time. 
Do you know how much those 
buildings cost? 
P hone 364·7270 
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(The Originator of the Student Finance 
Plan in this Area) 
This plan allows the studen ts upon approved credits 
and job, to buy a new car wi t h nothing down .and 
payments of $25,00 per month until you are on the job. 
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold 
over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students 
this way , See us for all the details. Also you can use 
your own insurance or ours. 
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY 
Th is allows the graduating stUdents to have a new car 
before he graduates when he really needs it. 
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Curators Approve Pay Increase 
Deny Cusumano's Appeal 
The University Board of 
Curators Friday approved a 
$369,000 expenditure for wage 
increases for non-academic 
personnel. 
The action by the Curators 
means that those non-academic 
employes earning less than 
$10,400 will receive salary in-
creases of about five per cent 
this fall. A four per cent pay 
increase had been budgeted 
earlier . 
In executive session before 
the monthly meeting, the 
Curators voted to deny the 
appeals of two University of 
Missouri at Rolla professors 
who claim they are being 
dismissed without due process 
of law. The Board took the 
action after hearing a report 
from the Board's committee on 
Academic Affairs. 
Dr. Sidney Harmon, associate 
professor of mathematics , and 
J. Victor Cusumano, instructor 
in engineering, had filed a suit 
asking the court to require the 
University to specify in writing 
the reasons for the tenure 
denial. The suit was ruled 
premature and dismissed in 
U.S. District Court in St. Louis 
since appeals to the Board had 
not been exhausted. 
Curator Irvin Fane presented 
a report on student wage rates. 
He said the curator finance 
committee, of which he is 
chairman, finds the wage rates 
"ridiculously low" in some 
cases. 
He added that he feels there 
are unjustified differences in 
wage rates between the cam-
puses. For instance, he said 
student teaching assistants on 
the Columbia campus are paid 
more than student assistants on 
other campus. 
However, Fane said he does 
not favor equal wage rates for 
all campuses on some jobs. He 
said the competitive labor 
market at the different cam-
puses should determ ine the 
wage rate of some jobs. 
A recommendation for action 
by the board on student wage 
rates will be submitted in the 
near future, he said. 
Brady , commenting on the 
differences in student wage 
rates, noted that a nude model 
for art classes a t MU makes 
$1.30 an hour more than a 
draped model. 
" We' ll look into that ," an 
administrator replied. 
Letters to the Editor 
from page 4 
To the Editor: 
As a resident of the MRHA, I 
would bke to express my hope 
that the residents of McAnerney 
Hall enjoy the curta ins in their 
stairwells, the sun screens and 
carpeting in their lounges, the 
draperies in their rooms , the 
curtains on their shower stalls, 
and the freshly painted ap-
pearance everywhere; all of 
which has been provided to 
t)'rem by housing otfice funds, 87 
' per cent of which were pa id by 
men . 
(Name Withheld by Request ) 
To the Editor: 
Please inform those attending 
UMR who are Ritenour alumni 
that the annual Ritenour 
Homecoming will be Saturday , 
October 28, 1972. Starting the 
day off there will be a parade, 
then the game against River-
view. The climax of the day will 
be the Homecoming Dance. 
All Ritenour Alumni are in-





from page 5 
Dear Couldn 't Hear , 
When I inquired about the two 
front rows of seats (I went to the 
play) I was told the same thing 
and boy was I mad. Especially 
because I came early to get a 
good seat. Well , I told the SUB 
people who I was and boy did 
they come up with some seats 
fast. The reason I got to sit in 
the front row was because I told 
them that if r didn't I would 
write something nasty about 
them. Well SUB, I broke our 
deal but I feel that when the 
school puts on something bke a 
play for the students. that the 
students should have the first or 
at least an even chance of 
getting good seats. So lets not 
make any more good PR with 
the locals if we know that 
maybe some of our own people 
will not be served in their own 
best interest. 
Dear John, 
Tell me the truth is C. Brice 
Ratchford really going to put 
our IBM 360 in his basement? If 
so where would he put the 
terminals? 
Complex 16 
Dear Complex 16, 
I know the rumors you have 
heard but all of them are false . 
The truth is that the 360 and the 
terminals are staying and the 
Computer Center will probably 
raffle off computer time to raise 
more money. As far as to where 
C. Brice can put the Terminals, 
well I really couldn't answer 
that in this paper. 
MISSOURI MINER WED NESDA Y, OCTOBER 18, 1972 
A scene from "The Tempest", performed by the Everyman Players Tuesday, October 
10 . IT IS one of the Everyman Players most magnificent productions. Now in their sixth 
. national tour the company is following its tradition of producing plays of hope and faith. 
The performance was enjoyed by over 300 grateful miners Ph t . Dalluge 00 
UFO ' Expert Speaks 
At ASME Meeting 
Do you believe Unidentitied 
Flying Objects come from 
beyound our solar system? Are 
they manned by machines or 
monsters , like Mo-Mo, or are 
they the craft of intelligent 
beings seeking information and 
possible contact with the men of 
this planet? 
No matter which theory you 
agree with , or even if you think 
it 's all a farce fabricated to 
undermine our intelligence, you 
will have a chance to hear the 
unbi ased fa cts concerning 
UFO's in this country, in this 
geographical area. 
Coming to Rolla to represent 
th e UFO Study Group of 
Greater St. Louis, Inc. , is Mr . 
John F. Schuessler , the 
President-Director of this 
group, which is a non-profit 
corporation composed of many 
men and women in the 
academic, professiona l , and 
aerospace community of St. 
Louis , as well as many in-
terested lay people and sut-
dents. This local UFO study 
group was established in 1969 
with the aim of investigating 
UFO reports in the surrounding 
st. Louis geographical area. 
The local group operates in 
close cooperation with the 20-
state Midwest UFO Network 
(MUFON) and many other 
responsible UFO organizations 
throughout the world united and 
dedicated towards sol ving the 
global UFO phenomenon. One 
of the principles of this group is 
to utilize the scientific method 
in tis approach to UFO in-
ves tigations , exa mination of 
UFO related evidence, and 
generally to approach the UFO 
phenomena in a positive 
ma nner without bias or 
discrimination. 
Mr. Schuessler himself is well 
qualified in his position: he is an 
Aerospace Engineer, a 
specialist in spacecraft life 
support system equipment 
des ign , and is also a staff 
member of Skylook, the mon-
thly publication of the Midwest 
UFO Network. He has per-
sonal y invest igated and 
resea rched the UFO 
phellomena for eight years, and 
his personal fil es contain more 
than 40 ,000 UFO reports , in-
cidents, and case histories . 
Mr. Schuessler will be a guest 
of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers , on 
Wednesday, October 18, at 7 :00 
p.m. in the Mechanical 
Engineering Auditorium. Room 
104 in the M.E. buildi~g . All 
interested persons are invited to 
attend this free, educational 
program , entitl ed "UFO's-A 
Product of Alien Intellect?" 
IN APPRECIATION TO 
THE STUDENTS FOR YOUR 
PATRONAGE, THERE WILL 
BE A 10% REDUCTION ON 
EVERYTHING IN THE 
STORE. A VALID U.M.R. 
-SAVE UP TO 50%- 1.0. CARD MUST BE 
Notice 
HOW TO VOTE 
The Alpha Phi Omega 
service fraternity will have 
a table in the SU Wednesday 
and Thursday afternoon 
with forms for obtaining an 
absentee ballot . If you are 
registered to vote for the 
Nov . 7 election, please stop 
by . 
Better than SAE discount 
Auto Parts & Ace. Speed Equip. 
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY 
513 Hiway 63S Rolla, Mo. 364-5252 
.,.. OF 111 FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK" 
10171 
BlA, •. 
PtIOII: .. ,Jl1 
IIARTII SPRa: DR. 
PRESENTED. 
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Sensored 
By ANDERSON and ELVEN 
Greetings .... Here we are, popping up again where least ex-
pected. This is our first (and very well may be our last attempt 
at journalism, and probably many people are anxiously 
awaiting to prove that we have no business being here, or 
anywhere else. We could snow you under by writing all the 
typical garbage about this being your column, but its not. In 
any case, if the winds of rumor ever blow your way, and wish 
to share the wealth, we will be more than happy to throw a log 
(or a newspaper, as the case may be) on the fire, thanks to 
Mike Chiles and The Miner for risking the future of free press 
by taking us in. 
TONIGHT .... The real show is in the seats of the Uptown 
Theater at 6:30 and 9:15, and the title "The Wild Bunch" is 
most appropriate. If you want to see gross Miners at their best, 
a St. Pat's Benefit movie is the place to be. Lust, sex, ob-
scenity, violence and obnoxious behavior will fill the theater 
from the screen to the balcony. The movie's not bad, either. 
MISSOURI MINER 
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HOMECOMING .... Eat, drink, and make merry for on Monday 
you die (in class). This weekend there's plenty of opportunity 
to do all three, and we all know that Miners are great op-
portunists. The price is right on such entertainment values as 
KMSM's Grease Ball. For a few laughs there's the football 
game and the queen coronation. The Student Union Board 
presents B.J. Thomas (they finally got somebody?) . With 
Friday a free day (doesn't costa cent), there's no excuse not to 
have the Homecoming of your life, if there's any left after mid-
terms, so go out and get some this weekend. 
I sure hope this strike lasts through the World Series. 
OVERHEARD .... On a Greyhound Bus zooming down 1-44 
"You are now entering Rolla, Missouri. Please set your watch 
back ten years." 
UP TO SOMETHlNG .... What's the matter? Always feel like 
you're being taken advantage of? You're probably right. With 
girls coming to visit for the First Party Weekend, we needed 
football tickets. So Darrell goes to the Athletic Office in the 
Use-it building to get them. Next day at the football game the 
visiting lovelies try to use them and are informed they are the 
proud possessors of last year's tickets. Can you see it now? 
"Hey, Delbert, here comes another sucker wanting football 
tickets. You still got last year's roll?" " Right here Elmer; do 
your stuff." (Another true story from the annals of UMR. 
We're all in this together. But you know that.) 
BLOW BY .... Ever notice the smokestacks when they belch? 
Did you know that UMR has a government contract to test air 
pollution? Nothing like creating a market for your own 
product. 
LOOKING BACK .... One year ago, Homecoming 1971, marked 
the dedication of Merl Baker Memorial Bridge across the 
utility trench to the new Student Center. This fabulous edifice 
of civil engineering structuring: heralded the start of con-
struction of this latest edition to our beautiful campus. Today, 
the building stands, a gleaming example of modern con-
struction and lousy windows. If not for the window screw-up, 
we would probably be dedicating the entire building this 
weekend. Moral: People with glass windows shouldn't 
schedule dedications. 
DUG UP .... The latest from the con guys in the Quad is that a 
natural first has occurred in Rolla (where nothing natural ever 
happens). For the first time ever in the Show it to Me city, 
water is coming up from the ground instead of down from the 
sky. Watch it, conguys, you can't fool with Mother Nature (or 
the infamous steam tunnels.) 
CREDITS .... The St. Pat's Board appears because of a great 
tradition-Homecoming appears in focus because you're still 
sober-New chern building, con guys, and smokestacks appear 
through the courtesy of U of M-The New Student Center 
appears through the hard work of Kookie Kratzer .... That's all. 
1951 Miner Reveals 
The Ghost of 
Homecoming Past 
The following excerpt is 
from the November 9, 1951 issue 
of the Miner and shows that 
Homecoming has remained 
about the same throughout the 
years. 
What a week end! This is 
about the only way the past 
weekend can be described. All 
the rustic alumni started to roll 
in the fair town of Rolla late 
Friday night, with their trunks 
loaded to capacity with the 
latest in the line of boot-leg 
material. It didn't take these 
guys long to get back in the old 
groove aga in , as they continued 
to give the local law officials 
trouble all night long. The 
football game, Saturday af-
ternoon, found many of the old 
timers well on their way, as 
they tried to spread school to 
the whole student body (we 
even got a shot of it ourselves). 
After the game and a good cold 
shower, they were on the party 
road again and could be fo und 
leading the song fest in the 
various houses on the campus. 
On Sunday with heads bending 
low, they took to their various 
paths in life, and were leaving 
with a lighter trunk and a 
heavier head then they had 
when they made their trium-
phant entrance Friday night. 
CHAMPION TERMPAPERS 
636 Beacon SI. ( No. 605) 
Boston, Mass. 02215 
611·536·9700 
Research material for PIZZA 
Term Papers, Reports , Theses,etc. 
For information 
please write or call 
DOWNTOWN 
AUTO SALES 
Call 364-8300 and 
ask for 
Ron OR Howard 
Strawhun Riden 
CLEAN USED CARS 
ALEX PIZZA PALACE 
17 STEAMING VARIETIES 
SANDWICHES AND BEER ' 
Hours <Op .. " Daily) 
rom 4 p.m. To 2 CI.m. 
DI~L 364-2669 
FOR TAKEOUTS .. 
DELIVERY SERVICE 
~tJtla rfoa/t- '7101/, 
605 PINE STREET 
ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401 
PHONE 364-5581 




10 A.M. 10 1 A.M. 
Frosled Mugs 
Coldesl Beer In Town 
Sandwiches 
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1972 Homecoming 
MARY SUE MARKWAY 
Acacia 
The men of Acacia Fraternity 
are proud to present Miss Mary 
Sue Markway as their 
homecoming queen candidate. 
Mary Sue, a vivacious five-foot-
one-inch brunette, is presently 
working in Sl. Louis at Venture 
Central Office and attending 
secretarial school part-time. 
Some of Mary Sue's hobbies are 
participating in sports and 
attending Rolla's party 




Campus Club is pleased to 
present Miss Joyce Wehde, a 
5'7", green-€yed, brunette as 
their 1972 Homecoming Can-
didate. Joyce is a ' senior at 
Northeast Missouri University, 
majoring in special education. 
She is a member of Alpha 
Sigma Alpha Sorority, where 
she holds the office of president. 
She is also a member of Car-
dinal Key and secretary of 
Alpha Phi Sigma, both honorary 
organizations. 
Some of her other activities 
include the Student Council for 
Exceptional Chi ldren and the 
University Chorus. Joyce's 
most recent accomplishment 
was being selected the Who 's 
Who Among Greek Fraternities 
and Sororities. Before enrolling 
at NEMU , she attended St. 
Mary's Jr. College and was 
chosen to Who's Who Among 
American Fr. Colleges . In her 
spare time Joyce pursues her 
hobbies of swimming , sewing, 
and writing poetry. She will be 
escorted by Mr. Dick Rother-
mick a UMR senior majoring in 
applied math. 
We, the men of Alpha Phi 
Alpha, have chosen Miss 
Pamela Ann Bakewell as ow' 
Homecoming Queen Candidate. 
She is a student at Lindenwood 
College, majoring in 
Economics. She is also a very 
active member in student 
government, as well as a 
coordinator for the National 
Student Association. 
A beautiful woman , with a 
unique personality, emulating 
the spirit and ideals of this 
fraternity , Pamela fulfills in 
every respect our expectations 
as queen , and that of our people 
as well. Pamela 's escort will be 
William Burch. 
PAMElA BAKEWELL 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
We, the brothers of Delta Tau 
Delta , are proud to present Mrs. 
Debby Woods as our candidate 
for Homecoming Queen 1972. 
Debby was recently married 
to Delt brother Gary Woods, a 
senior in mechanical 
engineering. She comes from 
Lubbock, Texas, where she 
graduated from Monterey High 
School and attended Texas Tech 
University majoring in child . 
development. 
As a hobby , she enjoys 
playing the piano and 
decoupaging. She also likes 
horseback and motorcycle 
riding , and most every sport. 
Debby has joined the 
University Dam es here on 
campus. She will be a full time 
student at UMR next semester, 
taking humanities courses to 
supplement her major. 
DEBBY WOODS 
Delta Tau Delta 
MARGIE MEYER 
Delta Sigma Phi 
Delta Sigma Phi would like to 
present Margie Meyer as their 
Queen Candidate. Margie is a 
brown-eyed, fun-loving girl 
from St. Genevieve, Missouri. 
Margi e teaches first grade 
there at present and says she 
really loves her kids. Margie. is 
teaching at Valle, the same 
school she graduated from in 
1969. This pretty brunette is 21 
years old and hs attended 
Southeast Missouri State, Cape 
Girardeau, Missouri. 
Margie was born and raised 
on a little farm just outside of 
Sl. Genevieve and lives there 
now with her folks and one 
sister. She has two married 
sisters and a brother and a 
sister away at college. 
This 5'5" tall. schoolteacher" 
says she loves party weekends 
and float trips and is proud to be 
Delta Sig's Homecoming Queen 
Candidate. The brothers of 
Delta Sig are even happier to 
have her as their Candidate and 




Alpha Epsilon Pi 
The men of Beta Sigma Psi 
are proud to present Julie 
Myers as their Homecoming 
Queen Candidate . Julie is a 
5'3" , blonde, blue-€yed, petite, 
21 years old senior at the 
University of Missouri-
Columbia. Her hometown being 
the big Rolla, Mo. She is 
majoring in homeeconomics 
and hopes to go into dietetics 
upon graduation. Julie's hob-
bies include golf, water skiing, 
swimming, sewing, and hopes 
to try downhill salom skiing this 
winter in Colorado. She's a 
member of Alpha Phi social 
sorority and also a member of 
Beta Beta Beta Honorary 
Biology Fraternity. Julie will be 
escorted by Paul Pederson. 
.JULIE MYERS 
Beta Sigma Psi ........... 
The si·sters of Kappa Delta 
.Sorority proudly present their 
candidate for the 1972 
Homecoming Queen , Miss 
Cathy Dulin. Cathy, a striking 
5'9" blonde freshman , comes as 
a welcomed addition to UMR 
from St. Louis. 
In the short time she has been 
at UMR, Cathy has become 
very active in campus 
organizations. She is a pledge of 
Kappa Delta Sorority, a 
member of the Student Union 
Hospital'ity Committee, the 
Baptist Student Union , girls 
intramurals , College Young 
Republicans, and served as 
vice-chairman for the Kit Bond 
youth campaign. Cathy lists her 
interests as "practically all 
sports", especia lly syn-
chronized swimming and 
tennis. Her escort will be Jim 
Bowie. 
The men of Alpha Epsilon Pi 
Fraternity are proud to present 
Miss Marla Waddington as their 
1972 Homecoming Queen 
Candidate. Marla , a lively blue-
eyed brunelle, hails from Creve 
Coeur, Mo. Where she is a 
senior at Parkway Central High 
School. She enjoys art and is 
planning to be an art major in 
co llege. She will be escorted by ~ 
brother Craig Goldstone, a 






The brothers of Beta Alpha 
Chapter of Kappa Alpha order 
are proud to present Miss Jane 
Dickerson as candidate for 
Homecoming Queen. Jane 
comes from Mt. Vernon, ill. , 
where she is presently enrolled 
as a freshman at Rend Lake Jr. 
College. She is currently on the 
"Pressing Times" newspaper 
staff , and hopes to become 
involved in other ·activities . 
Jane has a striking per-
sonality and her beauty speaks 
for itself. She has been elected 
to positions of authority such as 
auditor & counselor to illinois 
Girls State, and secretary of the 
National Honor Society. She 
was elected as the Elks Most -
Valuable Students, designated 
an Illinois State Scholar, and 
was noted in "Who's Who in 
American High School 
Students". She was also 
recipient of the Mt. Vernon 
Citizenship Award, and was 
president of the Mayor's Youth 
Advisory Council for two years. 
Jane enjoys outdoor sports, 
especially swimming, water 
skiing, and tennis , but her 
favorite pastime of all is " just 
getting to know people" , par-
ticularly her escort Dan Block. 
DEBBIE DOHERTY 
MRHA 
We, the men of MRHA are 
proud to present Miss Debbie 
Doherty as our Queen Can-
didate for the 1972 UMR 
Homecoming. Debbie is 
majoring in theater arts and is a 
freshman at the University of 
Missouri-Columbia. Debbie's 
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Queen Candidates 
The Brothers of Lambda Chi 
Alpha social fraternity are 
proud to present their Queen 
Candidate for the 1972 UMR 
Homecoming , Miss Gail 
Gregory. 
Gail is a 1970 graduate from 
Cor Jesu Academy in St. Louis 
and attended Bradley 
University , Peoria, Illinois. 
Miss Gregory is majoring in 
political science and will 
complete her studies at the 
University of Missouri at St. 
Louis. 
Currently , Gail is employed 
as a legal secretary for the law 
firm of Thompson , Mitchell, 
Douglas, Neill , Guerri , and 
Elbert located in St. Louis and 
Clayton, Missouri. 
While at Bradley, Gail was 
active as a little sister of the 
National Engineering 
Fraternity, Sigma Phi Delta , 
and still found time to achieve 
"A" honors. Her escort will be 
Dan Hunyer. 
GAIL GREGORY 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
............ 
Representing ·the brothers of 
Kappa Sigma is Susan Hittler. 
Sue, a statuesque brunette, is an 
active sports enthusiast , par-
ticipating in several bowling 
leagues in St. Louis and playing 
on a Bell Telephone softball 
team. For the last three years, 
sue has been working for South-
western Bell Telephone in St. 
Louis. In addition to her sports 
interests , one of Sue's favorite 
pastimes has been Rolla party 
weekends. She will be escorted 
by her fiance Tom Pelger. 
SUSAN HITTlER 
Kappa Sigma 
MARILYN D. ALBERS 
Tech Club 
Tech Club is proud to present 
Marilyn D. Albers as their 
Homecoming queen Candidate 
for 1972. She is married, living 
in Dixon , Missouri, and 
presently teaching home 
economics at Dixon High 
School. 
Marilyn graduated from 
Southwest Missouri State 
College with a B.S. degree in 
education in January, 1972. 
While attending SMS, she was 
active in the Sociology Club, 
Alpha Delta Phi Sorority , 
member of Church Choir and 
president of her church 's 
training union. Honors 
bestowed upon her were: PIKE 
Calendar girl, Military Ball 
Attendant and Dean 's list. 
During high school she was a 
member of Future Teachers of . 
America , Pep Club, and Student 
Council. She was second vice-
president her junior year and 
president her senior year of the 
Future Homemakers ' of 
America. Her honors were 
"Most Talented Senior Girl " by 
the student body, football queen 
by the football team and 
National Honor, Society by the 
teachers. 
Marilyn will be escorted by 
her husband, Dennis. . . . . .. . . ... . 
JAN JOHNSON 
Triangle 
The brothers of Triangle are 
proud to present as their '72 
Homecoming Queen CandIdate 
Miss Jan Johnson. J an is a 
lovely freshman at UMR this 
year majoring in geology. 
Already Jan is quite actIve on 
campus having joined Wesley -
P.E.O .. UMR Drama Club, and 
UMR Concert Choir . Escormg 
Jan will be Mark Bauer. 
Gracing the scene this 
homecoming, is Pi Kappa 
Alpha 's lovely Lynn Ferguson, 
their candidate for 
Homecoming Queen of 1972. 
Lynn, a charming 5'4", 19 
year old , has long light brown 
hair and hazel eyes. A native of 
_ Sikeston , Mo. , but raised in the 
St. Louis area. J,.ynn is 
presently employed at Help 
Unlimited Inc. , in St. Louis as 
office manager. 
Some of her interests include 
painting , making Christmas 
ornaments, and thinking of 
things to do to make people 
happy. Her future plans en-
velope the field of modeling, 
having worked 6 months as a 
model. Lynn 's escort will be 
Charles Yocom. 
LYN FERGUSON 
Pi I(appa Alpha 
The brothers of Sigma Pi 
Fraternity are proud to in-
troduce as their 1972 
Homecoming Queen candidate 
Miss Becky Killian. Becky is a 
1971 graduate of Rolla High 
School and is presently pur-
suing her nursing degree from 
St. John 's School of Nursing as a 
sophomore. After completing 
her studies at St. John's in 
Springfield she is planning to 
enter specialization . 
Included in Becky's activities 
is the Phelps County branch of 
the American Cancer Society of 
which our candidate is the 
publicity cha irman. Her 
favorite pastime is roaming the 
Ozark countryside in search of 
antiques, a trait inherited from 
her mother. Escorting Becky 





The brothers of Theta Chi are 
proud to have Miss Kimberly 
Hapgood represent them as 
their candidate for 1972 
Homecoming Queen. 
Kim is an attractive 5'7", 
blue-eyed, brunette from St. 
Louis. She is currently a fresh-
man attending UMSL and 
working towan! a degree in 
Special Education. Because of 
her interest in young children, 
she is also teaching at a nursery 
school, where she hopes' to gain 
useful experience for her 
degree. Besides her educational 
aspirations , Kim is alwo 
working part-time and is an 
avid and experienced dancer. 




Miss Patricia Pijut has been 
selected by the Independents to 
represent them during the 
Homecoming festivities. Hav-
ing been the first woman to ev-
er hold office in GDI, her work 
won for her the Outstanding 
Committeewoman Award two 
years ago. She is the past sec-
retary of GDI and now serves 
on the Board of Governors. 
Patty , a slender 5' 11" 
beauty, is a junior from St. 
Louis and is studying electrical 
engineering. Her campus ac-
tivities include SWE, WRHA, 
and Honorary ROTC Brigade 
Sponsor. Patty's escort will be 
Bob Miodunski. 
The brothEOrs of Sigma Tau 
Gamma are proud to present 
Miss Paulette Thompson as 
their 1972 Homecoming Queen 
Candidate. Paulette is a 'nursing 
student at Jewi~;h Hospital and 
is employed by Farmin Desloge 
Hospital in St. Louis. 
Outside of ·nur.sing, Paulette's 
interests include singing, ballet , 
and baton twirling. Her ac-
tivities in these areas have 
included dancing in the St. 
Louis Municipal Opera , par-
ticipating in baton contests and 
was named Miss Majorette of 
Missouri in 1968. In addition she 
was a finalist in the Miss 
Teenage St. Louis contest. For 
realization from these 
demanding activities Paulette 
enjoys swimming and hiking. 
Paulette's escort will be Mike 
Niehoff. 
PAULETTE THOMPSON 
Sigma Tau Gamma 
Sigma Nu is pleased to 
present as their Homecoming 
Queen Candidate Miss Janet 
BarkJage from St. Charles, Mo . 
She is a 1970 graduate of St. 
Charles High School. Aftet high 
school she a ttended the 
Missouri School for Doctor 's 
Assistants and Technicians. She 
is presently employed in St. 
Louis as a dental chairside 
assistant. She has also spent 
time working with social groups 
such as the Youth Association 
[or Retarded Children. Janet 
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COLLEEN COLLINS 
WRHA 
The girls of WRHA are 
pleased to announce Miss 
Colleen Collins as their can-
didate for .Homecoming Queen 
of 1972. 
Colleen , a 5'7", brown-eyed 
brunette from St. Louis is a 
math major at UMR. She comes 
to Rolla as a junior, tran-
sferring from Meramec Junior 
College where she was on the 
Dean's Honor Roll. 
Along with participation in 
WRHA intramurals and the 
Marching Minerettes, Colleen 
enjoys sewing , painting, and 
sports. Her escort will be Bill 
Nichols. 
JANICE REID 
Pi Kappa Phi 
Once again as autumn ap-
proaches, it is heralded by cool 
breezes, bright colored leaves 
and college football. Autumn is 
also the time for Homecoming 
at UMR. To the beauty of this 
season and this celebration the 
brothers of Pi Kappa Phi wish 
to add the charm of their 
Homecoming Queen Candidate, 
Miss Janice Reed. 
Janice is 22 years old, is 5'6" 
tall , has dark brown hair and 
hazel eyes and is a native of 
Vulcan , Missouri . She attended 
Southeast Missouri State 
College where she earned 
multiple B.S. degrees in math 
and psychology. While at 
SEMO, she served as president 
of the religious fraternity Chi 
Alpha and was also active in the 
math and psychology clubs. 
Janice is presently living in St. 
Louis where she is employed by 
the reliance Insurance Co. 
Janice enjoys a wide variety 
of sports which range from 
softball to kite-flying and 
frisbeeing. She has a pleasant 
outgoing personality and a 
refreshing smile. The 
brothers of Pi Kappa Phi are 
honored and proud to present 
Janice as their candidate for 
Homecoming Queen and are 
sure that she will add a touch of 
warmth to the chill of autumn 
and the festivities of 
Homecoming 1972. 
The men of Tau Kappa 
Epsilon are proud to present 
Miss Debra Slivka as their 1972 
Homecoming Queen Dandidate. 
Debbie is an active member of 
Gamma Sigma Sigma Sorority 
at Southern Illinois University 
- Edwardsville where she is 
majoring in music. She par-
ticipates in many other ac-
tivities at SIUE including the 
Concert Chorale and was 
recently crowned Miss SIU-E. 
Her escort will be Jordan 
Brock. 
DEBRA SLIVKA 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Representing Phi Kappa 
Theta is Miss Sally Tanner. 
Sally is a junior at the 
University of Missouri 
Columbia majoring in special 
education. She is a volunteer 
worker at the Mid-Mo Health 
Clinic tutoring the mentally 
retarded. Her major interests 
include most sports , in par-
ticuluar gymnastics, and most 
outdoor activities. Sally will be 
escorted by Joe Rupp. 
SALLY TANNER 
Phi Kappa Theta 
CINDY ROSEN 
Theta Xi Fraternity 
Theta Xi is proud to announce 
the selection of Miss Cindy 
Rosen as their 1972 
Homecoming Queen Candidate. 
Cindy is a 1972 graduate of 
Clayton High School in St. 
Louis. She is currently at-
tending Webster College in St. 
Louis and majoring in Theater 
Arts. 
Cindy loves Rolla party 
weekends and is very fond of the 
members of Theta Xi. Her 





The Association of Married 
Students (MATES) is proud to 
present Dorelen Crocker as 
their Homecoming Queen 
Candidate. Dorelen, an active 
member of MATES, is a 5'2" 
green-eyed brunette from 
Springfield, Mo. She is presntly 
working in the Counseling and 
Testing Center here at UMR. 
Her escort for the day and every 
day is Pat Crocker, a senior in 
Engingeering Managment. 
Delicious Mexican Food 
~~~~~.t1~~ 
Dining Room - Orders to go Open Daily 11 a.m. 
Hwy. 63 So. Rolla, Mo. 364-1971 Closed Monday 
~Rolla Volkswagen 
Old Hiway 66 East 
At Northwye 
364-5178 
"Always A Fine Selection 
Of New & Used Cars" 
Mer~~~!~rts. ~.otors NA 
336-3416 vt:JI 
Miss Fay Schubert of Affton, 
Missouri, is a freshman at UMR 
majoring in nuclear 
engineering and she is 18 years 
old. 
Fay is a 1972 graduate of 
Affton High School where she 
was a recipeint of the Senior 
Scholarship Medal. She was 
also a member of the National 
Honor Society and the Inter-
national Thesbians. 
Currently Fay is holding 
several scholarships at UMR 
including the Curators Award 
and scholarships from the 
Missouri Society of Professional 
Engineers and the American 
Business Women's Association. 
On the Rolla campus Fay is a 
member of the American 
Nuclear Society, the UMR 
Theater Guild, Pershing Rifles 
and the colony of Zeta Tau 
Alpha Fraternity for Women. 
Fay's escort will be Mike 
Beake. . 
FAY SCHUBERT 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
The men of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
are proud to present Miss 
Donna Thomas as their can-
didate for Homecoming Queen . 
Miss Thomas is a graduate of 
McCluer High School and is 
presently working for Hussman 
Refrigeration. She is engaged to 
brother Michael Phelan and is 
serving as president of the 




Thomas Jefferson Hall 
The residents of Thomas 
Jefferson are proud to present 
Miss Jan Nolan as their can-
didate for Homecoming Queen. 
Jan is a 5'2" nineteen year old 
sophomore at UMR majoring in 
Computer Science. She has 
long, dark brown hair and a 
very radiant personality. 
Jan is very active on campus 
as a member of the Student 
Union Board's Social Com-
mittee, G.D.I., the SoCiety of 
Women Engineers and 
Women's Intramurals. She also 
presides as Chairman of 
Thomas Jefferson's Social 
Committee and is an Assistant 
P.A. During her free time Jan 
enjoys horseback-riding and 
sewing. 
Miss Nolan will be escorted 
by Mr. Glenn Kmecz, a UMR 
alumnus. 
DONNA THOMAS 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
MINI ItFRIG UNLIMITED I 
::~~o~::I~:eCshle~~g:~~:n::U~;:e~lf~r·s8elheSda: ~~I~~01001:ays fOr deliver~ : 
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I "Those who have had I a chance Dr fburyears 
and could not ~uce ~ 
should not be given 
another chat1ce:' 
Rkhan:l M Noon.Ocrober9.1%8 
Political Campaigning 
Open to UMR Faculty 
With this being an election 
year all Federal and State 
employees take special interest 
in just what political activity 
they can legally participate in. 
These limits have been 
established in the Hatch Act, a 
Federal Law and in Missouri by 
Vernon 's Annotated Missouri 
Statutes , Sec. 36.150. Of par-
ticular interest to this campus 
would be the views of the Board 
of Curators and upper level 
administrators versus the local 
UMR administrators, and the 
views of the local UMR ad-
ministrators to the teachers of 
this school. These laws have 
been written to protect the 
candidate, as well as those 
wishing to support or rebuke 
sa id candidate. 
According to the Ha tch Act a 
Federal employe includes 
among other people, officers or 
employes of an educational 
institution or system that is 
supported by the United States 
or District of Columbia. Per-
missible activities of Federal 
employes by Sec. 1621 of the 
Hatch Act are: 
1) register and vote in any 
election 
2) express opinions freely in 
private and in public on any 
political subject or candidate. 
3) join a political party or 
other organization and actively 
participate in its affairs , while 
not on duty except to serve as an 
officer as defined in Section 1602 
(d). 
4) contribute money volun-
tarily for political purposes 
5) become a candidate for and 
serve in a local office as 
provided in Section 1623. 
6) serve as a delegate to a 
political or constitutional 
convention so long as such 
service does not interfere with 
the time and attention required 
as Federal employes. 
Section 1602 states: "officer" 
of a political party or party 
organiza tion means the 
chairman , vise chairman , or 
treasure of any national , state, 
county, or city political party 
whose primary purpose is to 
elect candidates , and the 
national , state, county, city 
(ward and precinct com-
mittemman a nd com-
mitteewoman) or any positions 
having equivalent respon-
sibIlity. 
In brief Sec. 1623 states a 
Federal employee submits a 
request to run for office on any 
government level to his 
agencies head and if deter-
mined that this post is not ad-
verse to the best interest of the 
United States, the head should 
approve such request unless: 
1) the duties create a conflict 
of interest 
2) these duties will interfere 
with time to be devoted to work 
of the employing agency 
3) the campaign for office will 
interfere with time to be 
devoted to work of the em-
ploying agency 
As for Missouri State Rulings, 
the points of interest are as 
follows: 
1) no person shall solicit 
politica l funds from any 
classified person 
2) may not be a member of 
any political committee 
3) may not take part in 
management or affairs of any 
political party or campaign 
4) may express opinion 
5) if violation occurs will 
forfeit office. 
According to the committee 
reviewing the Hatch Act, 
Missouri is a state considered to 
have laws similar to the Hatch 
Act. The committee states the 
main difference being employes 
who become a candidate for 
political office may choose 
ei ther to resign or go on leave of 
absence without pay. 
NOTICE 
The all new, uncensored 
1972 Homecoming buttons 
are available for only SOc 
from any M-Club member 
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Jane Fonda Knocks Establishment 
In Anti-War Speech At Wash U. 
Jane Fonda, noted movie 
starlett and anti-war leader , 
gave a shaking, down-to earth 
speech at Washington 
University Sunday afternoon. 
She ripped the establishment 
verbally throughout her talk 
and particularly lambasted 
President Nixon. She pOinted 
out how under his current reign 
the country went through a 
turbulent "witch hunting" for 
McCarthy's Communists and 
the current FBI persecution of 
anti-war organizers and social 
reformers. She specific a lly 
expounded on the O.S. bombing 
North Vietnam into oblivion and 
the heavy intentional bombings 
of the rice-paddy dikes. 
Fonda 's main thought was 
that every American must find 
the truth for himself and work 
to correct them through 
political elections. "They must 
not believe me," she said, 
" Nix.on , McGovern , and 
esp'ecially Henry Kissinger (as 
he is a "persuasive orator with 
all the slanted answers "), but 
must become concerned and 
find out through political and 
social work. After all, I went 
from Barbarella to my present 
self in four short years. Many 
men think that the only thing a 
woman can change is sheets, 
and not her mind." The crowd 
applauded and cheered her 
humor and down-to-earth 
com pari sons . 
Jane a lso conveyed that 
although she and the " Vets 
Opposing the Vietnam War" do 
not back McGovern, he is the 
most welcome change since the 
1940's. 
NOTICE 
There will be a free ad-
mission dance at T J, 
Saturday, Oct. 21, at 9 p.m . 
The Partchment Farm will 
play until 1 a .m. Soda will 
also be provided at no cost. 
The program also featured 
lesser ora tors who spoke on 
local candidates and how to 
protect your rights from being 
infringed upon by the FBI and 
law officials. A young lady also 
sang and strummed the guitar 
to a few very good politically 
oriented songs. 
The anti-war gathering was a 
very rewarding and interesting 
feature for a cool autumrt af-
ternoon. People from all walks 
of life undoubtably from all 
sides of the political fence 
overflowed from the hall onto 
the lawn equipped with a large 
speaker. 
Jane Fonda 
Standard Oil Announces 
$8000 Award to M U 
SAN FRANCISCO - Stan-
dard Oil Company of California 
announced that its scholarship 
grants to the University of 
Missouri Columbia and Rolla 
campuses for 1973 will total 
$8,350. 
The local gifts are part of the 
San Francisco·based oil firm 's 
overall program of aids to 
American education for next 
year totaling more than $2 
million. A spokesman for 
Standard of California said the ' 
company 's direct financial 
assistance to education during 
the past decade alone amounts 
to more than $11 million in 
research grants, aid to students 
and gifts to schools . 
The ' scholarships will be 
awarded in the fields of geology, 
e lectrical engi neering, 
mechanical engineering, 
petro leum engineering, 
chemcical engineering and civil 
engineering by Standard of 
California and its subsidiaries, 
Standard Oil Company (Ken-
tucky) and Chevron-Calco, New 
Orleans. 
Theta Tau Initiates 
Eleven Spring Pledges 
Theta Tau Professional McBride , Al Sanuskar Stu 
Engineering Fraternity is Scott , Bob Touzinsky, and' John 
proud to announce the initiation Weekly. Theta Tau will continue 
of their Spring '72 pledge class. to sponsor the Ugly Man Con· 
The new members are Dave test, The Freshman of The Year 
Barczewski, Ray Christ, Jack and the selling of mums on this 
Costello, Dave Kroeter , Dennis yea r 's Parent's Day and 
Larson , Gary McAlpin, Dan Homecoming Party Weekend . 
O'DONNELL DISTRIBUTING CO., INC. ROLLA 
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Wind and Waves Cause Oil 
Spill in ME Dept. at U.M.R. 
A hurricane half an ocean 
away has some effect on the 
movement of an oil spill from 
one point in that ocean to 
another. Just how much it af-
fects this movement is being 
studied, far from any ocean, at 
UMR. 
Directed by Dr . Ronald 
Reisbig , associate professor of 
mechanical engineering at 
UMR, the project is supported 
by a grant of $35,397 from the 
U.S. Coast Guard. Dr. Darryl 
Alofs , assistant professor of 
mechanical engineering, is co-
investigator. 
This grant enables the 
research team of two professors 
and three graduate students to 
study the coupled effects of both 
waves and wind on the 
movements of an oil spill. 
"One thing most people forget movements ," the UMR 
'when they read or hear about a professor explains , "figuring 
spill is that there is a limited where a spill would be at a 
amount of oil in the earth's 'certain time would be easy. But 
underground reser vQirs . It is a different winds , miles from the 
valuable natural resource. spill , can have other effects on 
" If the spill remains in the waves. The wind tunnel we 
ocean long enough , living 'have constructed for our wave-
organisms within the water eat simulation tank can blow air at 
and destroy all of it. It is just as va rious speeds which travel 
much of a disaster to lose this with, against or at fixed angles 
source of energy as it is to let to the waves. Now we can study 
the spill hit land and pollute the all aspects of oil movements in 
beaches and wildlife." order to create a computational 
The U.S. Coast Guard has scheme for oil path predic-
equipment that can salvage the tions. " 
oil in case of a major spill. 
Using airplanes and seagoing Earlier research on wave 
vessels , the oil is surrounded by movements and oil spills has 
a mechanical barrier and can been going on for more than a 
eventually be sucked up off the year with limited equipment. 
survace of the water into tanks. The new 32-foot long wave 
This is called "harvesting." simulation tank with a wind 
Ha rvesting e quipm e nt , tunnel is now ready for use. By 
however , is never on the scene next July studies of the effeCts 
"One of the basic reasons we when oil is spilled . So of both wind and waves on the 
need to be able to predict the authorities have to be able to speed and direction of an oil 
movement of an oil spill with determine how long it will take spill will be completed. 
accuracy ," says Dr. Reisbig , to transport the equipment to Eventually , all the in-
" is not only to determine where the general vicinity , how far the formation gathered will be fed 
and when the spill will hit a oil will have moved and in what into computers which will then 
shore line, but also to know direction . be able to make predictions of 
where and when it can be in- "If local surface wind were the oil spill movements. That is , 
t er cepted with equipment the only factor determining the. if the UMR research team 
designed to recover the oil. ra te and direc tion of oil doesn 't get sea-sick. 
~~IIt~tt~}tII~~:~~:II:~~:t::::~t:::::::Jtt:::ttr?}\IIttttit:~::t~t~:~:~~:~:mtmmmr:m:::::rt:ttttttt:r 
Miner of the Month· Dave Barczewski 
EDITOR 1S NOTE : Miner of the Month is selected from nominations made by UMR student organization 
pr esidents. The nominations are made on the basis of some outstanding effort made by an indiv idual 
dur ing that particular month . The person receiving the award is chosen by the members of Blue Key , a 
national service fraternity. 
Blue Key's Miner of the 
Month for September is Dave 
Barczewski. Dave, a member of 
the P i Kappa Alpha Fraternity , 
is from Florissant, Missouri, 
majoring in Petr oleum 
Engineering. He was selected 
Miner of the Month for showing 
an active interest in campus 
welfa re and improving the 
campus during the month of 
September. Dave was 
nominated by the Student Union 
Board, for running a leadership 
seminar for the members of all 
SUB committees. The members 
who participated in the seminar 
became aware of the problems 
that must be coped with by 
leaders, and various ways to 
over come them. For ac -
cquainting so many people with 
the methods of leadership, we 
feel Dave deserves the honor of 
being chosen the first Blue Key 
Miner of the Month for the 72-73 
school year. 
DAVE BARCZEWSKI 
Homecoming Marks Ninth 
Anniversary of Cellar Door 
The Cella r Door, Rolla's 
original coffeehouse, wi ll 
celebrate the ninth anniversary 
of its opening on UMR 
Homecoming weekend, with a 
highly varied program. The 
Webster Hills Youth Choir, 
which has sung at national and 
state-wide conferences, will be 
featured in two perfor mances of 
popular folk music on Saturday 
evening . On Friday evening, 
singing and dancing groups 
fr om India, China ; Lat in 
America, and the Arab States 
will help UMR s tudents 
celebrate the upcoming United 
Nations Day. 
In addition Friday evening 
will be "Old Flic" night. Such 
stars of the past as Buster 
of the Episcopal, Presbyterian, 
Methodist and Catholic Chur-
ches of Rolla. 
Keaton , the Keystone Cops, r-- -----------. 
Wallace Berry, Gloria Swanson 
and Charlie Chaplain will be 
presented on the "sil ver 
screen." As al ways the popular 
loca l talent of Greg Sch-
mittgens , Sondra State, J udy 
and Joyce Vickers will be 
presented on both evenings. 
The Cellar Door, located in 
the Parish House of the Christ 
Episcopal Church at 10th and 
Main Streets, will be open from 
9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. It is spon-





All who plan to complete 
the requirements for a 
deg ree (Ph.D., M.S., B.S. 
or B.A.) by December 17, 
1972, and have not signed 
an application for a 
diploma , PLEASE check 
with the Registrar's Of-
fice . 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1972 
ME faculty members, Dr. Darryl J. Alofs (left) and Dr. 
Ronald J. Reisbig (right), study the coupled effects of 
both wind and wabes on the movements of an oil spill. 
--






Busch 12 oz. cans ..... $1.09 
Budweiser Malt 12 oz. cans .... $1.26 
Schlitz Malt 8 oz. cans .... $.88 
Hamm's Quarts .... $.44 
Malt Duck Quarts ..... $.88 
DON'T GET CAUGHT 
EMPTY-HANDED, GET YOUR 
HOMECOMING STOCK AT 
509 
I 
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Bearcats Rip Miners, 46·21 
Albin Spearheads 
Potent Ground Attack 
The Missouri Miner football 
team lost their fifth game in a 
row last Saturday to a strong 
Northwest Missouri State team . 
The game was an offensive 
orgy ; with both teams moving 
the ball at will. The difference 
in the game was the inability of 
the Miner offense and defense to 
take advantage of the Bearcat 
mistakes . There were several 
instances where the Miner 
offense had opportunities to 
score, but could not. 
Yet the Miner offense did 
shine. For the first time this 
season they were able to move 
the football on consistent 
drives . Quarterback Rick 
LaFollette returned to action 
against the Bearcats after 
sitting out the Wisconsin game 
with a knee injury. Rick got the 
offense rolling with tosses of 75, 
25, and 50 yards to Jack 
Gevec·ker . Combined with the 
outside running of Mike Joshua 
and the inside bulldozing of Jim 
Chatman and Kenton Hupp the 
Miner offense began to click. 
The defense was the Miner 
weakness this time. Their 
inability to stop the Bearcat 
offense was evident as . the 
Bearcat fullback , Mike Albin, 
rushed for 142 yards in 15 
carries. Albin ran through the 
Miner defense with almost no 
effort. The Miner cornerbacks 
also had troubles throughout the 
night. Dropping two sure in-
terceptions and possibly a third 
surely hurt the Miners. The 
interceptions would have given 
the Miners excellent field 
position , and robbed Maryville 
of scoring opportunities. The 
cornerbacks were also picked 
apart by the Bearcat passing 
attack. 
The Miners will have to make 
an abrupt turnabout in their 
performance if they are to avoid 
yet another loss against SMS. 
The offense has been sporadic 
all year, despite the addition of 
the heralded wishbone . 
Defensively , they have yielded 
points in every conceivable 
way , the bomb, long sustained 
drives, against the run. Yet both 
units have also performed 
capably in brief spurts. 
Plagued by injuries , the 
Miners face a tough opponent 
Southwest Missouri State next 
week. With LaFollette back in 
the lineup, and the Miner of· 
fense finally rolling , maybe 
Homecoming will be the day for 
the Miners to break loose for a 
win. Let's all go out and back 
the Green as they go for their 
fir&t win. And what better time 
to do it than at Homecoming. 
BEAR HUG FOR A BEARCAT. The Miner defense stops 
a NWMS ballcarrier. but not before he picks up sub-
stantial yardage in first ha lf action. 
Photo by Rick CoHrell 
A horde of Miners. led by defensive end 
Dennis Doering. gang tackle a Bearcat 
ballcarri er. The Miner offense generated 21 
points. but the Miners were unable to 
contain the Maryville offense. 
Photo by Rick CoHrell 
Water Polo Team Wins Two At Cape; 
Blood, Entwistle Lead UMR Scoring 
This past weekend the UMR 
water polo team went to 
Southeast Missouri State 
University for a meet with 
Cape, Hendrix College and 
Westminister College. And 
although the Miners did lose one 
of the three games they played, 
theIr overall performance was 
excellent. 
The first game was against 
Cape and this was the one that 
UMR suffered its loss in. The 
final was 16-11 and as the score 
indicated, there wans 't much 
defense· played at all . In fact , 
when asked about the defense , 
swimming coach Bob Pease 
called it poor . The difference in 
the game was that Cape moved 
the ball better on offense than 
did the Miners . Another factor 
was that one of Cape's players 
was consistently pushing off of 
the bottom when he shot, 
something that is supposed to be 
a fou l. But this wasn't called on 
him until the second and third 
round of games. Also, the 
Miners had gone two weeks 
without opposition which . 
seemed to be evident during the 
first game. Scorers for the 
Miners were: Blood with 5, 
Molina 2, Beem 2, Vetter 1 and 
Kroeger l. 
The second game was almost 
a joke. The Miners took on 
Hendrix and wiped them out 14-
5. What was rea-lly amazing was 
that Hendrix had forfeited the 
first game because they arrived 
late in Cape Girardeau 
and were completely fresh , 
whereas the Miner had just 
finished their first game. And 
still the Miners had a 10-0 lead 
at half. A tough man-to-man 
defense was shown this time, a 
big improvement over the first 
game. And although the offense 
wasn't sharp as it is thought 
they could be , they still did a 
pretty good job. Scorers were: 
Blood 6, Vetter 2, Molina 2, 
Beem 2, Kreutz 1 and Entwistle 
1. 
The third and fimil game was 
the one that made the long trip 
down to Cape really worth-
while. The opponent was West-
minister , a team that had -
bea ten the Miners earlier in the 
year, 7-5 . But this time a 
beautiful team effort by the 
Miners was just too much as 
they beat ·Westminister, 11-9. 
And this was the same team 
that had beaten the Miners 
before, plus two outside 
players. The two extras were 
from the University of Missouri-
Columbia's swimming team 
and members of the 800 relay 
team that had gone to na tionals. 
Tom Kreutz led the offense as 
he k.ept it moving , something 
that isn't very easy to do . Blood, 
along with Entwistle , Vetter 
and Molina all turned in stan-
dout defensive efforts . The 
manner in which the game was 
won deserves mention. The 
Miners scored four times in 
shallow end, something that 
just isn 't done, to build up their 
lead in the second period, and 
scored one in the fina l period to 
clinch the victory . The goal in 
the fourth period came with the 
pressure really on as the Miners 
were protecting a 10-8 lead and 
were defending the deep end. 
But they shut out Westminister 
for 5 minutes with some sterling 
defense. 
Overall, the Miners got better 
with each game. AlSo Mark 
Mateer , their goalie, was the 
talk of the tournament as he 
was obviously the best goalie 
there. 
This week, University of 
Tulsa comes to Rolla for two 
games on Saturday. The fi rst 
game will be at 9:30 that 
morning with the other game to 
be announced. Water polo is a 
very exciting game and it is 
hoped a big crowd will be in 
attendance to watch the birth of 
water polo here are UMR this 
Saturday at 9:30 a .m. 
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Big Green Machine Takes Fourth Straight 
Kappa Sig Wins Swimming; 
Sig Pi Finishes Distant Second 
For the fo urth consecutive In the women's division, 
year, Kappa Sigma has won the WRHA won the championship 
top spot in men's intramural over TJ, coming out with a 53.5-
swimming competition, beating 50 victory. Lapp of Zeta Tau 
second place Sigma Pi by a 52- Alpha and Klender of WRHA 
39 score. were double winners, with Lapp 
Overall, three new records winning in the 25 yard butterfly 
were set in the men's com- and the 25 yard backstroke. 
petition. Need of Phi Kap Klender took victories in the 25 
recorded a 55.9 in the 100-yard yard freestyle and the 25 yard 
frees tyle, beating McCammon breastroke, besides team ing 
of Lambda Chi. Laneman of with Schmid t, Kerr , and 
Tech set the record in the 50 Blankenship to lead WRHA to 
yard freestyle with a 25.3 edging win in the 100 yard freestyle 
Need. In the 50 yard butterfly, relay . In the 75 ya rd individual 
McCammon took the record medley Breidert of TJ won over 
with a 28.0 time. Wohlert of Bla nkenship. In the di ving 
Tech was second. . competition , Hall of Wesley 
In other events , the Kappa Sig won , with Beck of TJ taking 
team of Allen, Greise , Houghton second place. 
and Kassing beat Sig Pi in the 
200 yard medley relay . 
Houghton also won the 100 yard 
individual medley with Lewis of 
Theta Xi taking second. Allen 
captured the top spot in the 50 
yard backstroke over Warfield 
of Tech. Greise completed the 
Kappa Sig log of firsts by edging 
st. Peters of Sig Pi in the 50 
yard breastroke. In diving, 
Brinton of Pi Kappa Alpha took 
first, with Sanuskar of TKE 
finishing second. And in the 
final event of the meet, the 
Sigma Pi team of Zweig , 
Deprat , Deddens and Cor-
topassi won the 200 yard 
freestyle relay , narrowly 
beating Kappa Sig. 
Archery - Badminton 
Also decided last week were 
the archery and badminton 
chilmpionships. Lambda Chi 
once again won the archery 
title , with the team of Congiardo 
and Key competing. The Engine 
Club team of Justus and Taylor 
was the runner-up. The in-
dividual marksman was 
Congiardo, while the runner-up 
\Vas Millon of Campus Club. In 
Badminton , Tau Kappa Epsilon 
came out the champs, with 
Delta Sig and Sig Ep tying for 
second. TKE won on the 
strength of a fourth place finish 
by Miera in singles and a second 
place finis h by Lang and 
Steinman in doubles play . The 
singles champ ion was 
Moehlmann of TJ, with Njus of 
Pi Kappa Alpha the runner-up. 
The douboes champs were 
Greenly and Byars of Sig Nu. 
Football 
In intramural football , Kappa 
Sig took the game of the week 
over MRHA, winning in over-
time, after a score of 0-0 at the 
end of regulation time. Mike 
Barbaglia led the Kappa Sig 
defensive · to their shutout. In 
other football action, Liahona 
beat Theta Chi 46-6. Lambda 
Chi took Mates 26-6, Delta Tau 
edged Engine Club 14-7, Sig Pi 
rapped Acacia 33-19, and Tech 
defeated Sigma Nu, 19-7. 
With th e league cham-
pionships decided, the four 
teams that emerged as league 
champs now head into final 
play. The championship game 
will be held Thursday night, 
with the winner of the Phi 
Kappa Theta and Beta Sigma 
Psi game meeting the winner of 
the Kappa Sigma and Lambda 
Chi contest. The consolation 
game will also be played 
Thursday night. 
Kappa Sigma took their fourth consecutive 
swimming title last week, as they out-
distanced second place Sigma Pi by a wide 
margin. The Kappa Sig tank men com-
pletely dominated the meet , as they were 
strong in virtually every event. 
Photo by Larry Marklin. 
Complete Rental Service 
fLOOR SCRUBBERS \)\\\\.\.~ \J.~~~o~t\\~ 
SJ\NOERS 
Hwy. 63 & Black, Rolla 
364·2180 
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Timers judge the finishing order of a close race. Four 
intramural records were broken in the competition. 
Photo by Larry Marklin . 
Harriers Lose To UMSL; 
Season Record Drops To 1-3 
The UMR cross country 
squad dropped two meets last 
week to bring their record to 1-3. 
The team lost a dual meet to 
John Brown College and a 
double dual meet to the 
University of Missouri at St. 
Louis and Greenville College. 
There are six members on the 
varsity cross country team, 
with only two returning let-
termen . The two returning from 
last years are Mike Shepflin and 
Denny Mertz. Shepflin's best 
time for the five mile course is 
27:13 , when he set a course 
r ecord a t Evangel College. 
Mertz' best time IS 28: 13. The 
other four members of the 
squad are Gene Carney, from 
Rolla, Robin Harris, from 
Licking ; John Herman, from St. 
Louis; and Bob Schmit, from 
Kirkwood. 
The next meet will be a double 
dual with SMS and Lincoln 
Uni versity on Saturday , 
October 28. The meet will start 
at 11 :00 a.m. There will be 
another home meet on Tuesday, 
October 31 with Westminster 
College and CMS. 
The MIAA conference meet 




4 Channell 8 Track $27995 Cartridge Player Has 
Built·in FM/AM 
FM Stereo Radio 
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Bears, Homecoming Hex 
Threaten Winless UMR 
This week the UMR foo tball 
team hosts the Southwest 
Missouri State University Bears 
in what is traditionally the 
biggest game of the season for 
the Miners. Besides being the 
traditional rival , the Bears are 
also coming to try to beat the 
Miners on Homecoming. So the 
Miners are really going to be up 
for the game. 
Coaches Chuck Finley and 
Bud Mercier will pull all stops 
for this ga me : for the 
powder keg is at stake. For 
those of you who don 't know 
what the powderkeg is , it is a 
powder keg with a bronze plaque 
on it that has scores of each 
SMSU-UMR football game on it. 
The winner of the game each 
year gets to keep the powderkeg 
until the game next year. The 
Miners have kept the 
powderkeg for the past three 
years and don 't want to give it 
back now. The powderkeg is on 
display in the trophy cases in 
the Multi-Purpose Building. 
As far as the Bears are 
concerned , they are a much 
improved team over last year. 
The Bea rs lost five of their eight 
games last season by margins 
of six points or less and Head 
Coach Don Cross thinks that his 
team has matured a lot in the 
last year , both mentally and 
physically. Although the club 
isn't senior-dominated, Coach 
Cross feels they have gained 
enough experience to be a 
mature ball club. As a result, he 
feels those close losses of last 
year can be turned into wins 
this season. 
Leading the Bears offensively 
will be senior quarterback 
Frank Miller , who was the 
conference's top passer last 
year and received second team 
ail-<!onference honors. Miller is 
a scrambler, who likes loop and 
flare passes and who has a 
knack for hitting the open man. 
Leading the great power run-
ning attack of the Bears is 
junior Fred Tabron who was 
number two in the MlAA last 
year with 808 yards. 
Defensively , the Bears should 
be much improved over last 
year. They play a five-man 
front and mix their secondary 
between a man-to-man and a 
Miner fullback Mike Joshua crashes through the middle 
for a short gain in the game against Maryville this past 
weekend. Photo by Rick Cottrell 
NOW OPEN 
RUSS'S OTHER PLACE 
TOPS 
BOTTOMS 
PLUS OTHER GEAR at 
RUSS'S OTHER PLACE 
713 PINE 
zone. They held powerful Cape 
to just ten points two weeks ago. 
The Miners are pomtmg to 
this game with more en-
thusiasm than any other thus 
far in the season. They will be 
working very hard on their 
execution and their mental 
attitude. But SMSU will be 
favored as they are 2-3 on the 
year , having beaten Pittsburg 
and Warrensburg. But even so, 
records won't mean too much 
when two traditional rivals get 
together , especially on one of 
the rival 's homecoming. The 
game will be a rough one, but 
the entire coaching staff is 
hoping that the large, excited 
homecoming crowd will provide 
enough advantage for the 
Miners to win their first game of . 
the year and keep possession of 




















































Wright baggies are our 
new bag! New wide 
silhouette. Newest look for 
jeans in a lon g, lon g time l 
Yes, we 've got 'em. And 
Wright ma kes 'e m! Baggy 
in the leg with a wide, 
wide cuffed bottom. 
But snu g in th e seat , and 
fittin g whe re they' re 
supposed to -tha nks to 
the Wri ght fit th at 
won 't qu it . Co me in 
a nd see a ll ou r Wright 
baggies. Yo u ' ll 
be g lad you d id . 
wright 
s lacks 
en ur f 11 
Wugg ery 
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Rugby Blacks Crush Flo. Valley, 25-0 
Schenke, Weber Tally for Miners 
The UMR Rugby Club 
traveled to St. Louis last 
weekend to battle Florissant 
Valley Community College. The 
Blacks romped to an easy 
victory over Florissant Valley's 
first team 25-0. The win boosted 
the Blacks record to 2-1. 
The first ten minutes of the 
game was touch and go as 
neither team was able to make 
a good offensive drive. Rolla 
scored first when Carl Schenke 
knifed through the Florissant 
Valley defense for a try and four 
points . Weber, however missed 
the two point conversion. The 
Miners continued to apply 
pressure on the host team and 
soon scored again as Charlie 
Weber picked the ball up and 
rambled 20 yards for another 
try and another four points. 
Rolla scored again in the first 
ha lf when Weber connected on a 
25 yard penalty kick and three 
more pOints. 
The Florissant Valley team 
threatened early in the second 
half as they broke loose for 80 
yards but were caught from 
behind by Jeff Wilkes on the one 
yard · line. The Miner defense 
held fast and took the ball back. 
Dominic Granda kicked the ball 
into the endzone where it was 
covered by Weber for another 
four points. Weber also made 
the two point conversion . 
version being missed by Jim 
Greer. 
In the second half the 
Ruggers over-ran the 
Florissant Valley backs and 
drove for a score with Roger 
Hicherson carrying it over from 
the three. Wes Watkins con-
nected for tlie two point con-
version . 
Schedule Rolla 's next two scores came 
about in the same manner. The 
Rolla scrum at its best won a 
five yard scrum both times and 
the backs worked the ball out to 
Ron Martin at wing. Martin 
scored twice for eight points. 
Both conversions were missed 
to give the Ruggers a rousing 
25-0 win. 
Oct. 28 University of 
Missouri-Columbia 
Oct. 29 Westminster College-
Fulton 
Nov. 4 St. Louis Ramblers-
Rolla 
Nov. 11 Rockhurst College-
Rolla 
The Golds were also able to 
shut out their opponents 10-0. 
The first score came as Jack 
Vance ran 20 yards for the try 
and four points with the con-
Nov. 11 Independence Ram-
blers-Rolla 
Nov. 19 Kansas City Rugby 
Club-Rolla. 
The Harmon Football Forecast 
1-0KLAHOMA 6--L.S.U. 































































Western M ic higan 
Wi lliam & Mary 
Woffo rd 
Ya le 
28 Navy 12 
22 Tennessee 14 
38 Brigham Young 14 
20 New Mexico State 7 
17 Pittsburgh 10 
22 The Citadel 20 
20 Virginia 15 
27 Harvard 17 
30 Brown 7 
20 Maryland 14 
21 Mississippi 14 
38 Colorado State 6 
21 Vanderbilt 1.0 
14 Auburn 10 
30 Miami , Fla. 13 
20 Idaho State 16 
26 Minnesota 20 
23 Kansas State 7 
14 Xavier 7 
24 Pennsylvania 23 
35 Kentucky 6 
31 Wichita 13 
27 North Texas 0 
40 Illinois 7 
17 Wisconsin 6 
21 Southern Mississippi 20 
49 Kansas 6 
25 EI Paso 14 
33 Wake Forest 7 
20 East Carolina 9 
37 Missouri 7 
24 Indiana 14 
38 Colorado 7 
22 Baylor 17 
22 San Jose 21 
35 Syracuse 13 
24 Colgate 16 
20 Northwestern 10 
17 S.M.U. 14 
21 FUrman 7 
25 Army 20 
23 Bowling Green 20 
15 Miami (Ohio) 14 
42 Washington 14 
30 Oregon 0 
28 Dra ke 20 
32 Boston U 0 
27 Arkansas 15 
24 Texas A & M 19 
21 Arizo na 6 
24 Dayton 13 
35 Californ ia 17 
27 Wyom ing 19 
19 Quantico Ma rines 7 
26 Ohi o U 7 
27 Oregon Stat e 21 
27 Northe rn Illi nois 14 
23 Tu lane 22 
27 Ma rshall 7 
33 V~M .. L 0 
14 Davidson 13 
24 Columbia 15 
Other Games-South and Southwest 
Angelo 21 
Appal achian 22 
Texas A & I 15 
Lenoir· Rhyne 14 
Arkansas Tech 20 Ark.·Montice tlo 16 
Ca rson Newman 26 
De lta 20 
Gardner·Webb 7 
Mart in 15 
East Tennessee 21 
East Texas 21 
M urray 20 
S F Austin 7 
Eastern Ken tucky 24 
Fairmont 17 




Jackson State 20 
No Ca rolina A & T 17 
Jacksonvit le 30 
Livi ngston 21 
Louisi ana Tech 30 
Bluefie ld 0 
Samford 10 
NW Louisiana 7 
Middle Ten nessee 24 Austin Peay 13 
Mil lsaps 18 




SE Louisiana 23 
Georgetown 14 
State College Ark. 6 
Guilford 0 
Emory & Henry 13 
West Va . Tech 0 
NE Lou isiana 21 
Southern State 14 
SW Louisiana 21 
SW Texas 31 
Southwestern, Ten n. 21 
Ten nessee Tech 21 
Texas Lu thera n 33 
Troy 17 
Virgi nia State 41 
Washington & Lee 16 
Western Caroli na 31 
Henderson 7 
Lamar 17 






Western Maryland 7 
Mississippi College 7 
ll-COlORADO 16--AIR FORCE 
12-0HIO STATE 17-GEORGIA TECH 
13-TENNESSEE 18-RICE 
14-PENN STATE 19-FlORIDA 
15-IOWA STATE 20-AUBURN 
Other Games-East 
Albright 20 
American Interna'i 28 
Wagner 7 
Bates 0 





Central Connecticut 21 
Coast Guard . 17 
Slippery Rock 20 
Tufts 13 
Connecticut 21 Maine 17 






Indiana U 21 
Wayne, Mich. 6 
Clarion 13 
Ithaca 24 Wilkes 23 
Massachusetts 27 Rhode Island 7 
Middlebury 20 
New Hampshire 20 
Northeastern 27 





Southern Connecticut 19 Glassboro 7 




Franklin & Marshall 7 
Williams . 27 Bowdoin 0 
Worcester Tech 14 Wesleyan 13 
Other Games-Midwest 





Ashland 32 Ohio Northern 0 
Baldwin-Wallace 20 
Ball State 17 
Heidelbe rg 17 
Southern Illinois 8 
Bluffton 25 Manchester 6 
Centra l Michigan 37 
Central Oklahoma 31 
Eastern Illinois 0 
E"astern New Mexico 7 
Cornell , Iowa 17 
Culver·Stockton 15 
Cae 15 
Missouri Western 13 
Doane 24 Dana 0 
Eastern Michigan 26 
Em poria College 17 
Evansvill e 24 
Northern Michi gan 14 
Tarkio 13 
DePauw 7 
Franklin 14 St . Joseph's 13 
Grace land 21 Ottaw a 20 
Ham li ne 20 
H i ll sda le 24 
Augsburg 16 
No rthw ood 6 
Ho pe 20 
Kea rney 27 
Lincol n 23 
Kalamazoo 7 
Way ne, Neb. 15 
NW Missouri 6 
Manka to 21 Augustana, S. D. 13 
M idland 15 Concordi a, Neb. 14 
Missouri Southern 21 Washb urn 7 
Missouri Valley 35 Bake r 0 
Mt. Un ion 26 Capi ta l 20 
M uski ngu m 28 Otterbein 7 
Nebras ka Wesleyan 27 Black Hill s 7 
NE M issouri 33 Cent ral Missouri 7 
N E Okla homa 21 Langston 8 
Northe rn Colorado 22 
North land 30 
Pittsburg 10 
NW College, Wis. 6 
NW Okla hom a 22 SE Oklahoma 21 
Ohio Wes leya n 30 Wabash 0 
SW Missou ri 26 Ro lla 6 
SW Oklahoma 22 E. Central Oklahoma 13 
Sou thwes tern, Ka n. 14 McPherson 0 
Taylor 20 Ande rson 19 
Va l paraiso 20 Wash ington U. 15 
Western Il linois 24 Ill i nois Sta te 16 
Will iam Jewe ll 17 Central Methodist 14 
Wi lm i ngton 16 Hanover 14 
Witte nberg 20 Woos te r 0 
Other Games-Far West 
Ca l Lutheran 20 
Ca l poly (Pomona) 17 
Cal POly (S. L.O.) 31 
Central Was hi ngto n 20 
Colorado Coll ege 31 
Colorado Western 37 
Davis 23 
Fresno State 38 
Fullerton 21 
Hawaii 24 
Paci fic Lutheran 20 
Portland 16 
Puget Sound 23 
Redlands 20 
San Francisco State 23 
Santa Clara 25 
Weber 17 
Western New Mexico 31 
Western Washington 24 
Whittier 27 
Wh itworth 16 
Clarem ont 6 
Rive rside 14 
Sa n Fernando 7 
Oregon Co llege 13 
Bethany. Ka nsas 0 
Fo rt Lewis 7 
Chic o . 21 
Los Angeles 0 
Nevada (Las Vegas) 14 
Monta na 14 
Willamette 7 
Eastern Wash ington 7 
lewis & Clark 6 
LaVerne 17 
Azusa 20 
Nevada (Reno) 13 
Northern Arizona 8 
Colorado M ines 6 
Oregon Tech 13 
Occidenta l 0 
Si m on Fraser 13 
